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Thesis abstract
New Zealand is a globally unique oceanic island due to the high prevalence of alpine ecosystems
and a biota that evolved in the absence of mammals. Introduced mammalian predators are the
leading cause of extinctions in New Zealand and have been implicated in the declines in
abundance of many alpine species. However, landscape scale techniques to monitor the relative
abundance and control of pest species in alpine areas have not been developed. The aim of this
study is to address these shortfalls by modifying footprint tracking tunnel methods, trialling
different aerially-applied 1080 pest control regimes, and by intensively monitoring a predatorsensitive alpine passerine to determine if these methods have conservation outcomes.
Footprint-tracking tunnels are a cost-effective and widely used method to measure the
changes in the relative abundance of mammals. In New Zealand, indices derived from footprint
tracking tunnels are used to assess the efficacy of pest control operations using aerially-applied
1080 poison. The efficacy of landscape scale predator control using 1080 in alpine areas is
unknown and the current footprint-tracking methodology appears unreliable at detecting pest
species with a low probability of detection, particularly in alpine areas. This study used a model
selection approach to investigate if increasing the survey interval and spatial distribution of
footprint-tracking tunnels increased the sensitivity of the indices for mustelids (Mustela spp.),
rats (Rattus spp.) and mice (Mus musculus). I then investigated if aerially-applied 1080 poison
effectively controlled each predator in alpine areas. I found that 21-night surveys were more
sensitive than the established best practise for mustelids in forested and alpine areas and for rats
and mice in alpine areas. Aerially-applied 1080 poison effectively reduced mustelid abundance in
forested and alpine areas, and mice were unaffected. Rats were the most uncommon introduced
predator in alpine areas, but appeared to benefit from a meso-predator release when alpine areas
were excluded from 1080 operations.
The reproductive success, survival and population trends of the endangered alpine rock
wren (Xenicus gilviventris) was intensively monitored in areas with and without 1080 predator
control. I then used a model selection approach to test which explanatory variables best explained
my data. Fixed trail cameras on nests demonstrated that mustelids, rats and snowstorms cause
significant adult mortality and nest failures. Landscape scale aerially-applied 1080 poison
effectively reduces alpine predator abundance and results in substantial increases in nesting,
survival and territory occupation estimates for rock wren which results in population increases
where rock wren occur. These effects last for at least 2 years. I could not rule out potential by-kill
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of rock wren resulting from 1080 sown in alpine areas, because mortality occurred unevenly at
the one site when a 1080 operation and a snowstorm occurred in succession. However, this risk
is low, as rock wren have demonstrated no susceptibility to 1080 poisoning at another site and
have suffered nest failures and mortality in snowstorms at both sites, in years where 1080 has
not being implicated. However, 1080 applied only to treeline resulted in equally effective mustelid
suppression, thus removing the by-kill risk to rock wren, but increased the risk of rat predation.
Mice were unaffected by either 1080 sowing strategy used in this study.
Tracking indices for mustelids best explained changes in rock wren nest predation rates.
Reliable monitoring of mustelids, rats and mice in alpine areas, or in areas where these predators
are uncommon, can now be undertaken. Management with aerially-applied 1080 is an effective
landscape scale tool for alpine pest control, therefore a management tool now exists to reverse
the decline of mustelid and rat sensitive alpine species on a landscape scale. Endangered rock
wren populations will benefit greatly from an increased use of 1080.
Further research is required to resolve the uncertainty around the risk of 1080 in alpine
areas to rock wren, as well as how mustelids, rats and mice can be controlled in more expansive
alpine areas.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction
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Invasive species on a global scale
Globally speaking, invasive species are a major cause of extinction events (Wilcove et al. 1998;
Clavero & García-Berthou 2005). On isolated oceanic islands, species exhibit high levels of
endemism (MacArthur & Wilson 2001) and invasive species are arguably the leading cause of
extinctions (Vitousek 1988; Diamond 1989; Olson 1989; Paulay 1994; Blackburn et al. 2004;
Quammen 2012). Rattus (Rat) species have regularly been amongst some of the first invaders
and are implicated in the extinctions of numerous species (Wace 1986; Blackburn et al. 2004).
Intentional introductions of higher level carnivores such a mongoose (Herpestes spp.), often as
a misguided control measure for previously introduced rats, has led to a few further extinctions
and caused many local extinctions (Hays & Conant 2007). The complete loss of many species
from islands invariably causes trophic cascades and none more tragically famous than the
unintentional introduction of the brown tree snake (Boiga irregularis) to the island of Guam,
which has led to the almost total degradation of the native ecosystem (Fritts & Rodda 1998).

Pre-human New Zealand
New Zealand is also an isolated oceanic island archipelago that was, until recently (c.750 years
B.P.), uninhabited by humans (Holdaway 1989). New Zealand’s native biota contains species
that are either relictual of Gondwanan origin (Ericson et al. 2002; Gibbs 2006; Waters & Craw
2006), or species whose progenitors flew to Zealandia after separation from the Gondwanan
supercontinent 55-80million years ago (Molnar et al. 1975; Cooper & Millener 1993; Laird &
Bradshaw 2004; De Queiroz 2005; Allentoft & Rawlence 2012). A long period of isolation in the
absence of land mammals gave rise to a fauna dominated by both oceanic and terrestrial birds,
of which many terrestrial species evolved reduced or absent flight ability (Holdaway 1989,
1999). Unfortunately, this combination of isolation, high levels of endemism, and a dominant
avifauna made New Zealand’s biota disproportionally prone to extinction when humans arrived
(McDowall 1969; Steadman 1991; Adler 1992; Blackburn et al. 2004).

Introduced predators and their effects in New Zealand
Polynesians arrived around 750 years B.P. (McGlone 1989; Wilmshurst et al. 2008) and brought
with them the Pacific rat (R. exulans) (Wilmshurst & Higham 2004; Wilmshurst et al. 2008), kuri
(Canis lupus familiaris) (King 2005) and anthropogenic fires (Cassels 1984). These pressures
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resulted in the extinction of 36 avian species (Holdaway 1989) and the loss of 32% of total forest
cover, which comprised 50% of all lowland forests (Ewers et al. 2006). There has been much
discussion as to what pressure ultimately caused the extinction of each species (Holdaway 1999;
Worthy 1999; Duncan et al. 2002). Prehistoric midden excavations shed some light on which
species were targeted as a food source by early Māori, as well as when extinctions were likely
to have occurred (Worthy 1999; Duncan et al. 2002), but not what caused them. The extinction
of many of the smaller species of passerines and burrowing seabirds can be attributed to Pacific
rat predation with some confidence due to their presence in the fossil record but absence from
middens (Holdaway et al. 1999; Worthy 1999). The extinction of many larger species was
unlikely to have been caused by a single pressure but, by the cumulative effects of the
introduced predators, human hunting and habitat destruction from fires (Worthy 1999). Species
from other orders, such as the greater short-tailed bat (Mystacina robusta), 40% of
herpetofauna and unknown numbers of invertebrates, also suffered extinction or extirpation
from mainland New Zealand during this period (Towns & Daugherty 1994; Worthy et al. 1996;
Worthy & Scofield 2004; Gibbs 2009).
Europeans arrived in the early 1800s (Salmon 1975) and reduced the total forest cover
by a further 44% and introduced a regrettable suite of mammalian predators including ship rat
(R. rattus), Norway rat (R. norvegicus), house mouse (Mus musculus), brushtail possum
(Trichosurus vulpecula), weasel (Mustela nivalis), stoat (M. erminea), ferret (M. furo), Hedgehog
(Erinaceus europaeus) and feral cat (Felis catus) (King 2005). The establishment of theses
predators directly led to the extinction of a further eight bird species (Holdaway 1989). These
predators have also extirpated many species from mainland New Zealand leaving them in a
tenuous existence on offshore islands; kākāpō (Strigops habroptilus) (Powlesland et al. 1995),
hihi (Notiomystis cincta) (Gill et al. 2010), South Island saddleback (Philesturnus carunculatus)
(Hooson & Jamieson 2003), little spotted kiwi (Apteryx owenii) (McLennan et al. 1996), and
Cook’s petrel (Pterodroma cookii) (Imber et al. 2003) are but a few of the species relegated to
this existence. Species confined to single populations on small offshore islands are living on a
knife edge of extinction that could result from environmental stochasticity (Lande 1993),
genetic factors (Jamieson 2007), or the threat of predators arriving. Predator arrivals on some
offshore islands are well documented and give us an insight into the effects these predators
would have had on mainland populations of these species. The final refugium of Lyall’s wren
(Traversia lyalli) was on Stephens Island and as the folklore goes it was driven to extinction by
the lighthouse keepers’ cat. This version of the story is likely to be too simplistic as a wild
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population of cats was established on the island and led to the demise of the wren (Galbreath
& Brown 2004; Medway 2004). The story of Big South Cape island/Taukihepa is equally
entrenched in New Zealand conservation history, Taukihepa was home to the last remaining
populations of Stead’s bush wren (Xenicus longipes variabilis), South Island saddleback, South
Island snipe (Coenocorypha iredalei) and the Greater short-tailed bat (Mystacina robusta)
(Miskelly 2012; Bell et al. 2016). Ship rats were accidentally introduced to the island and despite
valiant conservation efforts at the time only South Island saddleback were successfully
translocated, and the rest were extinct within 2 years (Bell et al. 2016).
Some species, such as takahē (Porphyrio hochstetteri) (Mills et al. 1984), Hutton’s
shearwater (Puffinus huttoni) (Cuthbert & Davis 2002), mōhua (Mohoua ochrocephala)
(O'Donnell 1996b) and orange-fronted parakeets (Cyanoramphus malherbi) (Kearvell et al.
2002), have managed to survive on the mainland, but are mostly restricted to a few refugia
where altitude or latitude result in cold climates. These populations are also extremely
vulnerable to extinction via stochastic events. A perfect example of this is the landslides caused
by the 2016 Kaikoura earthquake destroyed 12% of the remaining high-altitude breeding colony
of Hutton’s shearwater and reduced the number of breeding pairs by 39% due to the collapse
of breeding burrows (Hutton’s shearwater charitable trust unpublished data).
Many other native species are still suffering range contractions as fragmented
populations silently disappear under the continued pressure of introduced predators, 77% of
our remaining forest birds are declining or threatened with extinction (Channell & Lomolino
2000; Hitchmough et al. 2010; Innes et al. 2010; Robertson et al. 2016). If it weren’t for New
Zealand’s pioneering conservation efforts the extinction list would undoubtedly be much
longer.

Conservation in New Zealand
New Zealanders have been at the forefront of conservation worldwide since very early on in the
European settlement of the country. In 1887 Tongariro National Park was the first national park
founded in New Zealand and the fourth in the world (Cowan 1927), only 47 years after the
signing of the colony’s founding document, the Treaty of Waitangi (Orange 2015). The first
island reserves were established in the 1890s as bird reserves (Towns & Ballantine 1993).
Translocations of birds to islands first occurred in 1863 (Miskelly & Powlesland 2013), with
Richard Henry undertaking the first large scale translocations in 1894 of hundreds of kākāpō,
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little spotted kiwi and weka (Gallirallus australis australis) to Resolution Island, amidst concerns
over the effects mustelid were having on flightless birds (Hill & Hill 1987; Miskelly & Powlesland
2013). Over the course of the next 80 years introduced predators slowly reached new islands.
Stoats were never deliberately released on any offshore islands but managed to swim up to
3km to at least 38 offshore islands over 5ha, including Resolution Island (King 2005; Veale et al.
2012). Rattus spp. have reached at least 113 of the 337 islands over 5ha either as stowaways
on visiting boats or under their own steam (Atkinson & Taylor 1991).
Between 1960 and 1980, New Zealand conservationists began experimenting with anticoagulant poisons, in bait stations to control rats on smaller islands and unwittingly eradicated
them (Towns & Broome 2003). Planned eradication attempts quickly followed and successful
eradications progressed from bait station operations on 8ha islands to the aerial application of
second generation anti-coagulant poisons on 11,300ha Sub-Antarctic Campbell Island in 2001
(Towns & Broome 2003). New Zealand is now the world authority on island eradications and
New Zealanders have been employed to assist in many oceanic island eradications throughout
the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans (Broome et al. 2002; Cuthbert et al. 2012; Keitt et al. 2015).
While advances in aerially eradicating predators was been made on islands, scientists noticed
that a different aerially applied poison called ‘1080’ used to control possums, was also
effectively controlling mustelids and rats on the mainland (Innes et al. 1995; Murphy et al. 1999;
Alterio & Moller 2000).

Predator control in New Zealand using 1080
Compound 1080 and 1080 are both names given to the poison sodium monofluoroacetate (here
after ‘1080’); the number refers to the application number given to the poison as a rodenticide
in the USA in the 1940s (Eason 2002). Fluoroacetate is a naturally occurring toxin found in plants
from Brazil, Australia and Africa to deter browsing herbivores (Atzert 1971; De-Moraes-Moreau
et al. 1995; Twigg et al. 1996a, b). Further investigation has revealed that small amounts of
fluoroacetate are common in many plants, including tea and guar gum, and therefore,
frequently consumed by humans and considered harmless at low concentrations (Vartiainen &
Gynther 1984; Vartiainen & Kauranen 1984). Artificially made 1080 is both chemically and
toxicologically identical to naturally occurring fluoroacetate (Eason 2002). Once ingested 1080
is converted by the animal to fluorocitrate, which inhibits the metabolic pathway known as the
Krebs Cycle (Atzert 1971). The Krebs cycle converts food into energy, which the animal can use
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for cell function; once disrupted, the animal is starved of energy and death eventuates (Atzert
1971). In most instances, herbivores succumb to cardiac failure, while carnivores are affected
in their central nervous systems causing seizures followed by respiratory failure (Egekeze &
Oehme 1979). There is much debate around how humane 1080 is as a pest control tool, the key
to the discussion is to whether or not animals are conscious and able to feel pain when
exhibiting advanced signs of poisoning (Sherley 2007; Eason et al. 2011). The mean time for
death in rats, cats and possums is 8, 24, and 25 hours respectively after ingestion (Hayes et al.
1973; Eason & Frampton 1991; Eason et al. 2011), but has not been assessed for mustelids.
Baits laced with 1080 are acutely toxic to all mammals, but less so to birds and
herpetofauna (Eason et al. 2011). These properties make 1080 an ideal choice given the absence
of native mammals in New Zealand, but inappropriate for use in other countries with diverse
mammal fauna. However, it is not surprising that non-target, non-native mammalian deaths
from pest control operations do occur; species include red deer (Cervus elaphus), fallow deer
(Dama dama), wild pig (Sus scrofa), sheep (Ovis aries), cattle (Bos taurus) and dogs (Fraser &
Sweetapple 2000; Nugent et al. 2001; Nugent & Yockney 2004; Eason et al. 2011; Green &
Rohan 2012). Perceptions of the public health risk, humaneness, by-kill of game species, by-kill
of native species, and the idea that no other country uses as much 1080 as New Zealand has
culminated in a vocal opposition to 1080 use for pest control (Green & Rohan 2012). Concerns
prompted an extensive independent review by the Parliamentary Commissioner for the
Environment (PCE), whose findings advocated for more 1080 use to control introduced
predators (Wright 2011).
Pest control using 1080 in New Zealand forests first began in the late 1950s to target
brushtail possums (Eason et al. 1993) with the aim of reducing the transmission of bovine
tuberculosis from possums to dairy cattle (Livingstone 1994). These early possum-focused
operations caused significant by-kill of birds. They used undyed, unscreened, raspberry-lured
carrot baits that had a lot of small fragments of carrot called ‘chaff’, and sowing rates between
5-25kg/ha. (Eason 2002; Veltman & Westbrooke 2011). Colour banded North Island robins
(Petroica longipes) were monitored intensively through a 15kg/ha 1080 laced unscreened carrot
operation and suffered 54.5% mortality (Powlesland et al. 1999). Similarly, North Island tomtits
(P. macrocephala) were monitored through a 10kg/ha 1080 laced screened carrot operation
and suffered 79% mortality (Powlesland et al. 2000). Both species subsequently recorded
significantly improved nesting success in the remaining birds in the years that followed.
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Reductions in bird deaths can be credited to modern baiting techniques, which include
changing from carrot to cinnamon lured cereal baits, and the reduction of sowing rates to
<2kg/ha. (Eason et al. 2006; Nugent et al. 2011; Elliott & Kemp 2016). Current operations target
not only possums but also ship rats (Innes et al. 1995), and via secondary poisoning, mustelids
(Murphy et al. 1999; Alterio & Moller 2000). Pest control operations that target rodents and
mustelids have most often been undertaken during beech (Nothofagaceae) masts (Elliott &
Kemp 2016) to prevent rodents and mustelids reaching plague-like proportions in response to
the increased food availability (Figure 1) (King 1983). Beech masts begin in the summer
following a summer that was on average more than one degree warmer than the previous
summer. Advances in accurately predicting masting events has enabled earlier planning of pest
control operations (Kelly et al. 2013).

Figure 1. Predator plague cycle in New Zealand beech forests. 1080 operations are typically
undertaken late in the first winter of the cycle. Figure copyright of the Department of Conservation.

Two studies have demonstrated no negative effect on tomtits following 1080
operations using modern baiting techniques, despite the significant by-kill in historic operations
(Powlesland et al. 2000; Westbrooke & Powlesland 2005). Fernbirds (Bowdleria punctata
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punctata) are another species which suffered high mortality at high sowing rates (Ranum et al.
1994), yet their mortality rate decreased to a level that was offset by increased breeding
productivity when modern baiting practises were used (Van Klink et al. 2013). South Island kākā
(Nestor meridionalis meridionalis) (Greene et al. 2013), mōhua (Rawlence 2010), weka
(Tinnemans et al. 2018), kea (Nestor notabilis) (Kemp et al. 2018), rifleman (Acanthisitta chloris)
and South Island robin (P. australis) (unpublished data) have all been shown to have increased
reproductive success under an aerial 1080 predator control regime. Kiwi (Apteryx spp.), whio
(Hymenolaimus malacorhynchos), and kōkakō (Callaeas wilsoni) have not been studied
specifically to determine if 1080 management improves their reproductive success, but have
been monitored through 1080 operations, which demonstrated a very low risk from the poison
(Veltman & Westbrooke 2011).
With a greater understanding of the costs and benefits to native fauna by controlling
pests with 1080 (White & King 2006; Innes et al. 2010), coupled with the independent findings
of the PCE report, there has been a dramatic increase in the use of 1080 on public conservation
land (Table 1) (EPA 2017). Coordination between the Department of Conservation (DOC) and
TB free (the two main users of 1080 in New Zealand) on pest control outcomes has also led to
greater conservation gains by increasing treatment block sizes (Elliott & Kemp 2016).
Table 1. Annual hectarage of public conservation land under aerial 1080 management by TB Free
and the Department of Conservation for the period 2008-2016. Data sourced from (EPA 2017).

Year
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

TB Free (000ha)
425
314
254
344
279
298
307
239
427

DOC (000ha)
107
167
171
127
136
126
645
104
619

Total area (000ha)
532
481
425
471
415
424
952
343
1046

Alpine predators, predator monitoring and control
Globally alpine ecosystems typically exist on continents, at elevation or high latitudes, due to
the abiotic factors required to create alpine areas (Körner 1995; Leuschner 1996). These
continental alpine ecosystems support rich assemblages of predatory native mammals and their
prey species have evolved to cope with predation pressure (MacArthur & Wilson 2001;
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Quammen 2012). New Zealand and Madagascar are unique in that they are isolated oceanic
islands with extensive alpine areas (Körner 1995). Madagascar differs from New Zealand in that
its biota evolved with predatory mammals (Andrianjakarivelo et al. 2005; Garbutt 2007; Farris
et al. 2014), hence control is not warranted. The main island in the Hawaiian archipelago
(Hawaii) has two volcanic cones each with small alpine areas. Introduced feral cats and Rattus
spp. are present in these alpine areas, both of which have been recorded preying upon adult
endangered Hawaiian petrel (Pterodroma sandwichensis) and/or their chicks, in breeding
burrows (Judge et al. 2012). Trapping for feral cats is undertaken with the aim of reducing
predation events in these seabird colonies (Hess et al. 2007). The introduced mongoose
(Herpestes auropunctatus) is also widespread on the island, but does not appear to be present
in the alpine zone (Baldwin et al. 1952).
New Zealand’s alpine area is extensive, constituting 11% of the total landmass
(O’Donnell et al. 2017), and has a rich assemblage of alpine species, many of which are
threatened with extinction (Hitchmough et al. 2010; De Lange et al. 2013; Goodman et al. 2014;
Robertson et al. 2016). Introduced mammals are implicated in the decline of many of these
threatened species (O’Donnell et al. 2017). Stoats, weasels, Rattus spp., hedgehogs, feral cats,
possums, and mice have all been recorded in the alpine areas of New Zealand killed in traps
that make up a small part of extensive trapping networks aimed at protecting forest species
(O’Donnell et al. 2017).
Until this study 1080 has only been applied up to the treeline and not above (DOC
unpublished data). Alpine areas now form significant regions of untreated habitat, if predators
are resident in these alpine areas they could provide source populations to re-invade forested
habitats. Such sources compromise the efficacy of control operations, therefore understanding
predator-prey dynamics in alpine areas is crucial.
Mustelids, and in particular stoats, are regularly trapped and tracked in alpine areas
(O’Donnell et al. 2017). Stoats along with ferrets and weasels were first introduced to New
Zealand in 1884 in an attempt to control rabbits, despite protests from ornithologists (Buller
1877) and were widespread by the mid-1890s (King 2017b). The stoat is a cold adapted animal
that has a native range throughout the northern Holarctic at latitudes above 40⁰, which makes
it suited to the conditions above the treeline in New Zealand (King 2005). Stoat liberation (King
2017b, c, a), distribution (King & Moody 1982b; King & Moody 1982c), home range (Murphy &
Dowding 1994; Miller et al. 2001), diet (King & Moody 1982a; Murphy & Bradfield 1992; Murphy
& Dowding 1994), population dynamics (King 1983; King 2005; King & Powell 2011) and control
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methods (Alterio et al. 1997; Brown et al. 1998a; Gillies & Pierce 1999; Murphy et al. 1999;
Alterio & Moller 2000; Dilks et al. 2003; Golding et al. 2005; King 2005; Whitehead et al. 2010)
have been studied extensively in forested parts of New Zealand. By comparison there is limited
literature on stoats in alpine areas of New Zealand.
A summer home range study on stoats living in one of the two remaining alpine colonies
of Hutton’s shearwaters concluded that stoats; maintained territories, foraged almost
exclusively on shearwaters within the colonies, and based on trapping data, were resident in
the winter (Cuthbert 2002; Cuthbert & Sommer 2002). However, there are no other alpine sea
bird colonies that exist in New Zealand, so these findings do not currently have wider
applications. Stoat research focused around takahē conservation in the Murchison mountains
of Fiordland used radio collars, live trapping and tracking tunnels to determine habitat usage.
This research identified that stoats inhabiting alpine areas might be purely alpine, less common
than their forest dwelling counterparts, do not cross between forested habitats and alpine
areas, and if alpine areas were not subject to predator control could provide re-invasion
pressure (Jamieson 2005; Smith et al. 2007). Smith et al. (2005) also investigated the summer
diet of stoats in alpine areas, and discovered that when mice were scarce, wētā (Hemiandrus
spp.) became an important component of their diet. This prey switching behaviour was later
confirmed experimentally (Smith et al. 2011).
Insights into stoat behaviour in alpine New Zealand can be gained from studies on
native stoat populations in the northern hemisphere. Many studies undertaken either at
altitude, or in regions with permanent snow through the winter, show that, like New Zealand
forest stoat populations, stoat populations in alpine areas follow trends in rodent abundance
(Norrdahl 1995; Sittler 1995; Martinoli et al. 2001; Hellstedt & Henttonen 2006; Hellstedt et al.
2006). Similar to Smith et al. (2007), stoats in the Italian mountains are found exclusively above
the treeline (Bounous et al. 1995; Martinoli et al. 2001), although this is not true for all
populations. In the Swiss Jura mountains when water vole (Arvicola terrestris scherman)
abundance was high, stoats were common and had defined home ranges, but as vole
abundance decreased stoats became transient and then completely absent from the study area
during winter (Debrot & Mermod 1983). This indicates stoats are unable to survive the winter
below a certain threshold of rodent abundance (Debrot & Mermod 1983).
In New Zealand, rats are uncommon above the treeline (Christie et al. 2017; O’Donnell
et al. 2017). Mouse populations fluctuate widely in response to either beech or tussock
(Chionochloa spp.) masting and have periods of low abundance between masting years (Wilson
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& Lee 2010; O’Donnell et al. 2017). It is unknown whether the abundance of stoats in alpine
areas varies temporally in New Zealand. Abundance of stoats in alpine areas could be linked to
the beech mast cycle driving stoat populations below the treeline, or stoat abundance in the
alpine zone could be independent of the forest (O’Donnell et al. 2017). It is also unclear whether
the preference for stoats to remain above the treeline is true for stoats year round (Jamieson
2005; Smith et al. 2007). These questions require investigation to tailor pest control operations
that target alpine stoats. For this to happen, monitoring techniques for mustelids need
improvement and then integration into the outcome monitoring of pest control operations
above the treeline.

Determining the success of predator control operations
Pest control is a human impact on an ecosystem (Underwood 1991), most often, an ecosystem
that humans have irreversibly impacted by introducing mammalian predators. By removing
predators, conservation managers are hoping to see positive outcomes for native species or
negative outcomes for pest species, or simply put, change. Detecting change and being
confident that what you have observed is real is not an easy task, because of the spatial and
temporal variation in both pest and native species’ populations (Underwood 1991). Studies
aiming to detect or measure change in an ecosystem caused by a controlled action (e.g.
installing a trap or applying 1080) need to be designed in a way that accounts for this variation.
Before After Control Impact (BACI) is a study design concept that aims to account for the
variation of the natural world, and enables researchers to robustly test their datasets using
statistical methods (Underwood 1991).
In New Zealand, tracking tunnels have become the standard method for measuring
changes in the relative abundance of rodents and mustelids (Gillies & Williams 2013). Tracking
rates have proven to be effective at measuring changes in rat populations (Brown et al. 1996),
but are much less effective at providing meaningful data on mustelids, especially in small study
sites with low densities of mustelids (Gillies & Williams 2013). However, a study of weasels
comparing tracking rates with trapping rates demonstrated that the two measures were highly
correlated (Graham 2002). Alterio et al. (1999) also demonstrated that tracking rates and
trapping rates of stoats were highly correlated, but they went a step further demonstrating
from a subset of radio tagged individuals that trapability changed during the course of the study.
Their study highlights one of the key limitations of tracking tunnels; that the behaviour of stoats
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interacting with the tunnels can affect the relative abundance estimates that tracking tunnels
provide. All of these studies were undertaken in forested environments. Jamieson (2005)
demonstrated that trackability and trapability of stoats were highly correlated both above and
below the treeline, but did not observe trapability changing.
Tracking tunnel surveys of rats and mustelids have become the standard way to gauge
the efficacy of landscape scale pest control operations (Elliott & Kemp 2016) because such
surveys are cheap, well understood, and a “best practise for use” exists (Gillies & Williams
2013). However, from the researchers perspective, it is expected that if a stoat is recorded
preying upon the nests of a monitored species that they should be detected on a tracking tunnel
line (Smith & Weston 2017). Mustelids have a low probability of detection, which when coupled
with the unexplained variability in tracking tunnel indices, can falsely lead to zero tracking rates.
Due to these limitations, the use of tracking tunnels to confirm the presence or absence of
mustelids can be considered ineffective (O’Donnell et al. 2017). To address these concerns
tracking tunnel networks need to be designed to have a sampling intensity that results in an
equal or greater probability of detecting mustelids than does the nest of the species being
monitored. A way to achieve greater sensitivity for tracking tunnels would be to increase the
sampling effort over a greater geographical area in order to present tunnels to more individual
mustelids and/or attempt to increase the probability of detection of pest species by leaving the
tracking tunnel sampling for longer. Furthermore, different detection tools need to be
investigated and tested to determine if a higher sensitivity mustelid index is feasible, and
practical (Smith & Weston 2017; Getzlaff et al. 2013).

Indicator species
The use of an indicator species as a means to assess environmental health is not a new concept
in ecology (Thomas 1972; Zonneveld 1983; Dufrêne & Legendre 1997). Indicator species are
used to provide information about the health of the environment that is either too difficult,
inconvenient or expensive to obtain in other ways (Landres et al. 1988). Ideally the indicator is
a surrogate or representative of the impact of interest. However, measuring the response in an
indicator species as a measure of the efficacy of predator control is a relatively new concept
that has been investigated thoroughly in New Zealand (Powlesland et al. 1999; Whitehead,
2010; Rawlence, 2010; Hoare et al. 2012; O'Donnell & Hoare 2012; Hoare et al. 2013; Kemp et
al. 2018). Following intensive research on how the reproductive success of the indicator species
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changes with predator control, researchers sometimes make inferences about how predator
control might benefit other species sensitive to the same predator in the same eco-system.
When intensive studies of reproductive success of any species are coupled with a robust index
of a predator, inferences on the population trends of the species can be made at other locations
where the species is not studied, based solely on the index of the predator at that site. The
ability to make inferences about the population trends of a native species based on an index is
especially important in New Zealand, as intensive studies on native species are very expensive
when compared with tracking tunnel surveys of predators, and therefore not feasible across
the range that many species inhabit. In the alpine environment some likely species to benefit
from effective landscape scale stoat suppression are Great spotted kiwi (Apteryx haastii),
takahē, pipit (Anthus novaeseelandiae) kea, weka and New Zealand falcon (Falco
novaeseelandiae). For this study, I have chosen to measure the change in the reproductive
success of the New Zealand rock wren (Xenicus gilviventris) which are exceptionally sensitive to
predation by stoats at all life stages (Heath 1989; Little et al. 2017; O’Donnell et al. 2017; Weston
et al. 2018). This makes rock wren a good candidate for an indicator species, as other species
are likely to be less sensitive to stoat predation, therefore the inferences are less tenuous. This
species also fits within the guidelines of vertebrate indicator species set out by Landres et al.
(1988), in particular;
1) “Clearly state assessment goals” - Determine effective mustelid control above the
treeline from 1080 operations.
2) “Use indicators only when appropriate and necessary” - Cost prohibitive to study all
mustelid sensitive alpine species, therefore study an exceptionally sensitive one, so
inferences are less tenuous.
3) “Choose indicator species by criteria that are unambiguously and explicitly defined,
and in accord with assessment goals” - Rock wren live solely above treeline and are
stoat sensitive.
5) “Know the biology of the indicator in detail” See “Rock Wren” section below.

Rock Wren
Rock wren are the only true avian alpine specialist in New Zealand, being the only bird that
solely lives and breeds above the tree line all year round (Gaze 2013). They are a small (14-20g)
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ground dwelling bird with a short stumpy tail, small rounded wings, reduced flight ability, a
short fine gently decurved bill and very long legs and toes (Higgins et al. 2001). Males and
females have sexually dimorphic plumage and therefore easy to distinguish. Males are olivegreen above and pale grey-brown or cream below with a strong yellow wash on their flanks,
whereas females are usually duller and browner than the males (Higgins et al. 2001).
The New Zealand wrens have caused much debate over the past 100 years as to where
they fit into the phylogenetic tree. Taxonomists have struggled to place them using
morphometric information (Sibley et al. 1982). The use of DNA sequencing has enabled more
precise investigation and it is generally agreed that New Zealand wrens are descendants of a
sister group that diverged from other birds at the beginning of the passerine radiation and
belong in their own suborder (Acanthisittidae) (Barker et al. 2002; Edwards & Boles 2002;
Ericson et al. 2002; Selvatti et al. 2015; Mitchell et al. 2016).
Rock wren and rifleman (Acanthisitta chloris) are the only two extant members of the
Acanthisittidae wrens, which once numbered 8 species in 6 genera (Worthy et al. 2010). The
aforementioned Stead’s bush wren of Taukihepa was one of three variants of the bush wren
(Xenicus longipes), which comprised of a North (X. l. stokesii), South (X. l. longipes) and Stewart
Island (Stead’s) subspecies; all species were last sighted in the mid-1900s. Likewise, the
flightless Lyall’s wren of Stephens Island fame was formerly widespread on both main islands of
New Zealand, but became extinct there soon after the arrival of the Pacific rat (Millener 1989;
Galbreath & Brown 2004; Worthy et al. 2010). North Island stout-legged wren (Pachyplichas
jagmi) and South Island stout-legged wren (P. yaldwyni) were widespread, common and
completely flightless (Millener 1988). The long-billed wren (Dendroscansor decurvirostris) was
also flightless but less common in the fossil record, and much like rock wren lived primarily in
the sub alpine scrub and tussock at altitude. The two species of stout-legged wren and the longbilled wren were unable to survive in the presence of Pacific rats and were extinct soon after
Polynesian settlement (Millener 1988; Millener & Worthy 1991; Michaux 2013). The recent
discovery of a prehistoric Acanthisittidae wren species (Kuiornis indicator) from the early
Miocene appears to be from a sister taxa to the rifleman and is only known from 4 fossils at one
site near St Bathans in central Otago, and confirms Acanthisittidae were the most diverse group
of New Zealand passerines (Worthy et al. 2010).
A genetic split has been identified in rock wren, separating the northern and southern
populations (Weston & Robertson 2015), and has effectively halved the population of each
clade. A further reduction in population size inferred from the increased predation pressure
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following 2014 beech mast (Elliott & Kemp 2016), has increased the threat classification of the
northern clade of rock wren (Xenicus gilviventris “northern”) to “Nationally Critical” (Robertson
et al. 2016).
Repeated surveys of rock wren have occurred at a few sites. Stocker et al. (2006)
suggested a 50% decline over a 20 year period in the Henderson Basin in Kahurangi National
Park. Willans (2006) observed a 44% decline in occupied territories by repeating surveys 20
years apart in the McKenzie Burn, Fiordland National Park. Michelsen-Heath and Gaze (2007)
analysed an extensive collection of sighting records and surmised a decrease in population size
at sites where rock wren persist, as well as an overall range contraction due to local extirpation.
Initial investigations into what impact introduced predators were having on nesting rock wren
demonstrated that nests are preyed upon by mice during the egg phase, and by stoats during
the nestling phase at a combined rate of between 12-24% (Heath 1989; Willans 2006). However
these studies were undertaken in areas with low intensity stoat trapping to protect takahē
(Hegg et al. 2012), and might have obscured the real effect these predators were having
(O’Donnell et al. 2017). A recent study using trail cameras on nesting rock wren indicated much
higher rates of stoat predation of between 60-80% (O’Donnell et al. 2017), which, if
representative across the range of rock wren, would better explain the observed decline of
Michelsen-Heath and Gaze (2007).
Trap networks targeting stoats in alpine areas have been shown to improve the
breeding success of two rock wren populations in one study (Weston et al. 2018), however this
finding contradicts the population declines observed in the nearby McKenzie Burn (Willans,
2006), and those observed by Stocker et al. (2006), both of which were trapped. The likely cause
for these contradictory results is that in the Weston et al. (2018) study, the trapped study sites
were surrounded by both extensive forest-based trap networks, and landscape scale 1080
operations. None of the alpine predators that have been recording preying upon rock wren
nests are alpine obligates (O’Donnell et al. 2017), and their population dynamics in alpine areas
are likely influenced by the population trends of the forest populations. Therefore, it is likely
that the extensive pest control encircling the Weston et al. (2008) study reduced the pest
pressure upon their trap networks, which may have otherwise failed to protect rock wren.
Regardless of the shortcomings of the Weston et al. (2018) study, trap networks are ultimately
limited to protecting small groups of rock wren, due to the scale and steep terrain of the
Southern Alps, which forms the bulk of the range in which rock wren inhabit.
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Rock wren maintain territories for most, if not all, of the year. The reason for the
uncertainty is around winter territories, as what rock wren do in the middle of winter is
unknown. However, it is suggested that rock wren go into a state of torpor in order to survive
the winter conditions (McNab & Weston 2018). Territories appear to require one or more of
the following; cliffs, alpine shrubs, herb fields, talus slopes, and alpine grasslands, and range in
size from c.0.6 – 4.2 hectares (Heath 1989). Courtship and nest building begin early in the
spring, with the majority of nests occurring in cliff faces, most often in a natural cavity, sheltered
area, excavated hole, or in dense vegetation (Heath 1989). Nests are constructed by both
members of the pair, when completed the nest consists of an entirely enclosed woven structure
with a small tubular entrance hole and is lined with up to c.800 feathers (Heath 1989). Peak egg
laying occurs in early November with 1-5 eggs being laid and incubated by both parents during
the day and solely by the female at night. Chicks hatch asynchronously after 19.5 days. Both
parents tend the nestlings equally, feeding insects and small fruits with fledging occurring at 22
days after hatching (Heath 1989). Fledglings are tended by the parents for up to 1 month until
they leave the parental territory, and form their own pairs with unmated individuals (Heath
1989). Rock wren can live for at least 6 years (Stocker et al. 2006).

Research Aims
The overall aim of this study was to test if landscape scale predator control using
aerially-applied 1080 both above and below the treeline in Kahurangi National Park effectively
reduces predator abundance to a level where existing populations of rock wren increase. For
the purpose of this investigation the term “landscape scale” refers to the ability to protect
multiple populations of rock wren, and potentially other species sensitive to the same predators
across vast treatment blocks larger than 100,000ha.
Rock wren are flagship alpine species that are critically endangered, but no practical
management tool exists to halt the decline in this species at a landscape scale. By monitoring
the relationship between the reproductive success of rock wren and predator abundance, it will
be possible to determine if rock wren benefit from landscape scale aerially-applied 1080. This
is the first study to look at the costs and benefits of aerially-applied 1080 as a tool for alpine
conservation in New Zealand.
The ability of the current method of indexing pest species with tracking tunnels has
been questioned, when the probability of pest detection is low (O’Donnell et al. 2017). Given
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that tracking tunnels are such a well-established method of indexing pest species in New
Zealand (Elliott & Kemp 2016), it seems prudent to investigate whether modifications can be
made to the existing methodology before investigating new alternatives. I expect that
increasing the survey interval of tracking tunnels coupled with changing to a long-life bait will
increase the detection probability of each pest species (Chapter 2). If these changes result in a
predator indexing tool which correlates with the reproductive success of rock wren, then
tracking tunnels can be used to determine if effective predator control is occurring or needed
in areas with rock wren.
In an introduced predator control framework, demonstrating a reduction in pest
abundance is meaningless, if the resolution of the predator index is not biologically meaningful
to threatened native species. This study will concurrently monitor the survival, reproductive
success and population trends of rock wren in treatment and non-treatment areas. This should
demonstrate if predator suppression with landscape scale application of 1080 is effective
enough for rock wren to thrive in alpine areas. I expect that as all the pest species present in
alpine areas are also present in the adjoining forest and are effectively controlled with aeriallyapplied 1080 in these forests, that the effective management of pests should be possible in
alpine areas (Chapter 3).
Furthermore, I expect that the changes in predator abundance derived from the modified
tracking tunnel indices will correlate well with the rock wren survival and nesting success
estimates, and demonstrate that the modified tracking tunnel method is sampling at a
biologically meaningful level.

Thesis structure
This thesis consists of four chapters, including this general introduction. The core of this thesis
is found in chapters two and three; these two chapters have been prepared as standalone
scientific papers so there is some duplication, particularly in the introduction and methodology
sections.
Chapter Two introduces modifications of existing tracking tunnel methods, then uses a model
selection approach to test if the modified method has increased the sensitivity in the estimates
of alpine predators. The efficacy of the different predator control regimes is discussed for each
pest species based on the modelled relative abundance of rats, mice and mustelids. This chapter
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then investigates if the tracking indices are providing relative abundance estimates at a
meaningful resolution which correlates with rock wren nesting predation rates.
Chapter Three investigates the costs and benefits of landscape scale predator control using
aerially-applied 1080 for rock wren. This encompasses observations from treatment and nontreatment sites of predation rate, occupied territories, annual survival, and nesting success, all
of which are ‘gold standard’ techniques. These observations are then modelled with a suite of
possible explanatory variables, before being compared using a model selection approach.
Chapter Four summarises the results and implications of this thesis, alongside the relevant
existing literature to provide recommendations for future management of alpine areas, and
explores key areas for additional research.

Personal Contribution
I have designed, managed, undertaken significant data collection and have performed the
statistical analysis presented in this research, unless otherwise stated. Josh Kemp (DOC) had the
idea of 21-night mustelid surveys. Graeme Elliott (DOC) provided advice and assisted in
undertaking the statistical analysis. The writing component of this thesis is all my own work,
however, I benefited greatly from the comments received on draft versions of this thesis.
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Chapter 2: Survey interval and spatial distribution of footprint
tracking tunnels increases detection of three alpine pest
species and enables the assessment of 1080 pest control
efficacy in alpine areas.

Stoat emerging from a rock wren nest after killing and removing the nestlings, at Shelter Rock Basin in
Kahurangi National Park. Photo credit: Author.
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Abstract
Footprint-tracking tunnels are a cost-effective and widely used method to measure the changes
in the relative abundance of mammals. In New Zealand, indices derived from footprint tracking
tunnels are used to assess the efficacy of pest control operations using aerially-applied 1080
poison. The efficacy of landscape scale predator control using 1080 in alpine areas is unknown,
as the current footprint-tracking methodology appears unreliable at detecting pest species with
a low probability of detection, particularly in alpine areas. This study used a model selection
approach to investigate if: 1) increasing the survey interval and spatial distribution of footprinttracking tunnels increased the sensitivity of the indices for mustelids (Mustela spp.), rats (Rattus
spp.) and mice (Mus musculus); 2) if the indices correlated with predation rates of an
endangered stoat-sensitive alpine passerine; and 3) if aerially-applied 1080 poison effectively
controlled each predator in alpine areas, so that rock wren nesting success improved, and the
relative abundance of predators decreased. I found that 21-night surveys were more sensitive
than the established best practise for mustelids in forested and alpine areas and for rats and
mice in alpine areas. Aerially-applied 1080 poison effectively reduced the relative abundance of
mustelids in forested and alpine areas, but mice were un-affected, and rats were very
uncommon in alpine areas. Tracking indices for mustelids explained changes in rock wren nest
predation rates equally as well as categorical 1080 treatment/control variables. I recommend
that future studies using footprint-tracking of mustelids or alpine rats and mice should use this
improved method. For alpine species sensitive to mustelids, a management tool now exists to
reverse their decline on a landscape scale.
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Introduction
Introduced pests on oceanic islands are a leading cause of extinctions (Vitousek 1988; Diamond
1989; Olson 1989; Paulay 1994; Blackburn et al. 2004; Quammen 2012). In New Zealand, 44
avian species have become extinct since first human settlement 700 years B.P. (Holdaway 1989,
1999; Worthy 1999). Due to the relatively recent introductions of a second wave of predators
following European colonisation 150 years B.P. (Holdaway 1999), 77% of the remaining forest
birds are still declining or threatened with extinction (Innes et al. 2010). If it were not for
conservation intervention many more extinctions would have likely occurred (Butler & Merton
1992; Powlesland et al. 1995; Bell et al. 2016). Effective control of introduced mammalian
predators has been identified as the top priority for reversing the decline in most of mainland
New Zealand’s remaining threatened species (Elliott 1996; O'Donnell 1996a; O'Donnell et al.
1996b; Moorhouse et al. 2003; Whitehead et al. 2010; Reardon et al. 2012; Elliott & Kemp 2016;
Kemp et al. 2018; Weston et al. 2018).
Measuring changes in the population density of introduced predators is fundamental
to developing effective pest control tools (King & Powell 2011). Likewise understanding the
effect of a given predator index on native taxa is fundamental to achieving conservation
outcomes. In general, calculating density in any species can be difficult to achieve, time
consuming, expensive, and sometime unnecessary (Caughley 1977; Slade & Blair 2000; Hopkins
& Kennedy 2004). Indices of relative abundance are commonly used as a surrogate for density
estimates (Pollock et al. 2002; Williams et al. 2002), but often the relationship between the
indices and density is poorly understood (Pollock et al. 2002; Hopkins & Kennedy 2004;
Sollmann et al. 2013). Enclosed track plates or footprint tracking tunnel(s) (herein after ‘FTT’)
as they are otherwise known, are a technique used to provide indices of relative abundance in
mammals worldwide, ranging in size from the house mouse (M. musculus) to the American
black bear (Ursus americanus) (Brown et al. 1998a; Ray & Zielinski 2008). In New Zealand, FTTs
are a common method used to index pest populations of rats (Rattus spp.), house mice, and
mustelids (Mustela spp.), using a set survey method (Innes et al. 1995; Innes & Barker 1999;
Gillies & Williams 2013; Greene et al. 2013; Pickerell et al. 2014; Elliott & Kemp 2016; Elliott et
al. 2018). The relationship between FTT indices of abundance and density is reasonably well
understood for rats, mice, and stoats (Brown et al. 1996; Alterio et al. 1999; Blackwell et al.
2002). Populations of these pest species experience vast changes in abundance temporally,
usually in response to the mast seeding of Nothofagaceae and/or Podocarpaceae trees (Elliott
& Kemp 2016); tree species which are major components of New Zealand’s indigenous forests.
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However, these changes in abundance are not synchronised, as mustelid populations generally
peak one year after the rodents (King 2005), hence understanding the relative abundance of
each species in the ecosystem is essential in understanding their population dynamics.
The development and use of aerially-applied 1080 poison to control rats, mice and, via
secondary poisoning, mustelids has enabled conservation mangers to move away from single
species management into ecosystem management on a landscape scale (Simberloff 1998; Elliott
& Kemp 2016). The amount of forested public conservation land receiving mast-driven pulses
of 1080 management has doubled in the last decade to over 1,000,000 ha, with operations
ranging from 3,932ha to 445,312ha (Elliott & Kemp 2016; EPA 2017). An extensive national
network of over 10,000 FTTs are set quarterly for rodents and twice yearly for mustelids (Elliott
& Kemp 2016). The results of these surveys determine whether predator control operations are
required, and also evaluate the success or relative failure of each operation (Elliott & Kemp
2016), hence the need for reliable results.
Using predictive models based on climate information has enabled an earlier indication
of masting events, and has advanced pest control in New Zealand from reactive to proactive
(Elliott & Kemp 2016). These developments in landscape predator control have led researchers
to begin investigations into predator populations in unforested ecosystems (Pickerell et al.
2014) and, in particular, alpine ecosystems (O’Donnell et al. 2017). These developments require
introduced mammals to be detected when populations are at lower densities, and has led to
some criticism of the current FTT techniques not being sensitive enough to detects pests,
especially mustelids (O’Donnell et al. 2017). This criticism has a good basis as monitoring of
nesting rock wren (X. gilviventris), an endangered alpine passerine has highlighted significant
nest predation by stoats on camera, with no mustelids detected on the small number of FTT
lines in the area (O’Donnell et al. 2017; Weston et al. 2018) using the best practice survey
method (Gillies & Williams 2013).
FTT indices are a well-established and cost-effective method of indexing pest species,
so it seems prudent to investigate how sensitive FTTs can become before investigating new
indexing devices. Using indices to gauge the effectiveness of predator control requires the index
to be at a resolution that is meaningful to a threatened species. As noted the current best
practice, FTT methods appear to be inappropriate, given the observed high predation rates of
rock wren with no stoat detections. Indexing animals that have a low probability of detection
requires researchers to consider the biology of the animal to identify ways to increase the
probability of detection (Bookhout 1996; Anderson 2001). Mustelids being primary predators
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are naturally uncommon and have large home ranges when compared with rodents (King 2005).
Consequently, using a small number of FTTs in a small geographical area results in FTTs being
presented to only a small number of individuals. Low sampling effort can lead to unexplained
variance in detection having a disproportionate effect on a collected data set, which can result
from subtle factors (e.g. a stoat that has an aversion to tunnels) that influence the probability
of an animal entering a FTT.

Study Aims
The primary aim of this study is to investigate if FTT survey methods can be modified to be
sensitive enough to detect changes in mustelid and rodent populations when their probability
of detection is low. Currently there is a lack of confidence in the existing best practise methods,
therefore, a modified method with an increased survey interval will be tested against the
existing best practise for mustelids in alpine and forested habitats, and for rats and mice in
alpine areas.
The secondary aim of this study is to use the modified FTT method to assess the
performance of two landscape scale 1080 predator control regimes by comparing the FTT
indices between treated and untreated landscapes. This will enable assessment of whether the
modified FTT method is detecting changes in the relative abundance of pest species, at a range
of densities.
Finally, as the resolution of these indices also needs to be meaningful to native species,
the FTT indices will be modelled against the top performing rock wren nest predation model
from Chapter 3. This will demonstrate if tracking rates better explain the observed occurrences
of nest predation than categorical treatment/ non-treatment assumptions.
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Methodology
Mustelid tracking tunnel trial design
A network of altitudinally contouring FTT lines situated in Kahurangi National Park (n=147) that
had previously been set out using the protocols of Gillies and Williams (2013) was used to
compare the current best practise 3-night survey with a modified 21-night survey. Lines were
located above (Figure 2a) and below the treeline (Figure 2b) in areas treated with aerial 1080
(n=67 forest, n= 30 alpine) and non-treatment areas (n=29 forest, n=21 alpine). All forest lines
were situated in beech dominated forests, and all alpine lines were on fixed bearings which did
not account for vegetation type where the FTT was situated. This part of the study was
undertaken following a significant beech mast (Elliott & Kemp 2016) in February 2015 (see
Figure 3 for study timeline). The rationale for including treatment, non-treatment, forest, and
alpine sites following a beech mast was to compare a range of mustelid densities in a range of
habitat types.

a)

b)

Figure 2(a). An example of the layout of the alpine FTT lines for the mustelid tracking trial and for
the 2014/15 alpine mustelid monitoring season. (b). An example of the layout of a forest FTT group
for the mustelid tracking trial. For both figures the red dots denote a tunnel in a line of 10. The blue
lines are 1km grid squares.
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Lines of 10 corflute FTTs (see Appendix 1, or Gillies & Williams (2013) for details) at 50m
intervals (Line) were set to encourage animals to walk over the cardboard and ink inserts (Card)
(Black Trakka™) and leave their inky footprints. For the 3-night survey, cards were installed in
every second tunnel, centrally baited with fresh rabbit and left out for 3 nights and as per (Gillies
& Williams 2013). Upon collection of the 3-night survey, all cards and baits were removed
before setting up the 21-night survey. For the 21-night, survey all 10 tunnels on each line were
set and baited with a salted rabbit meat enclosed in a stainless-steel mesh cage before a new
card was installed (See Appendix 1 for baiting details). The mesh cage was tethered centrally to
the inside of the tunnels to stop animals removing the bait. This survey was left out for a target
of 21 (Range=16-21) nights. The variability in collection date is because of the limited
opportunities the weather allowed safe collection by field workers. Cards were scored once
they were returned from the field by a core group of 4 experienced observers, according to the
guidelines set out in Gillies and Williams (2002), before being recorded in a database.

Figure 3. A timeline of the key dates discussed in the methodology.
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Alpine rat and mouse tracking tunnel trial design
A network of FTT groups situated above the treeline in Kahurangi National Park were installed
at sites (n=24) to compare 1 and 21-night survey intervals. Sites were randomly selected using
the package GRTS (Stevens Jr & Olsen 2004; Theobald et al. 2007) in ArcMap. Each group
consisted of 2-5 lines of 4 tunnels set up 50 m apart in each common species of Chionochloa
tussock, boulderfield and sub-alpine scrub (Figure 4). In order for a habitat to be sampled at a
site a line of 4 tunnels 150m long needed to fit entirely in the habitat, tussock species for this
study were; Chionochloa pallens ssp. pallens, C. pallens ssp. pilosa, C. rubra ssp. occulta, C.
flavescens, C. australis. Each group of tracking tunnels became a random effect in the analysis
to account for its lack of independence.

Figure 4. An example of the layout of an alpine FTT group for the 2015/16, 2016/17 and 2017/18
seasons. The red dots denote a tunnel in a line of 4, the label indicates the site and habitat type.
The blue lines are 1km grid squares.
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Cards were initially left out for 1 night and baited with peanut butter as per (Gillies &
Williams 2013). Upon collection of the 1-night survey, tunnels were reset identically to the
mustelid tracking tunnel trial design, with salted rabbit, and peanut butter. This trial survey was
initially undertaken in February 2016 and then repeated in August 2016, November 2016, and
February 2017 (Figure 3). Cards were scored identically to the mustelid trial design (see above).

Alpine tracking tunnel network for assessing the performance of 1080 operations
The 21-night surveys described in the previous trial design sections were used to monitor
mustelids, rats and mice in order to assess the performance of alpine 1080 operations. Surveys
began in February 2015 and were undertaken twice annually in November and February for the
remainder of the study.
FTT lines were installed above the treeline in two ways. Initially, FTTs were in existing
lines of 10 tunnels (Figure 2a) as described in Gillies and Williams (2013) with a minimum 1km
spacing between lines. This network was replaced in 2016 (Figure 3) by the groups of tunnels
described in alpine rat and mouse trial design. As a result of the change in methodology, tunnels
were added and removed from the study between sampling seasons but not between the
November and February surveys. Tunnels could form part of the non-treatment sample in one
year and then become treatment sample the following year (Appendix 2) as predator control
operations occurred. The extent of the FTT network during each 1080 operation is detailed in
Figure 5.
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a) 2014/15

b) 2016/17

Figure 5(a). The extent of the alpine FTT network for the 2014/15 year. The black dots denote the
location of a group of tunnels as shown in Figure 2a. (b). The extent of the alpine FTT network for
the 2016/17 year. The black dots denote the location of a group of tunnels as shown in Figure 4.
For both figures the red shading indicates the area receiving predator control via 1080 for that year.
Treated tracking estimates are derived from the tunnels within the shaded area, non-treatment
estimates are from those outside of the shaded area.

Forest tracking tunnel network for assessing the performance of 1080 operations
Forested FTTs were installed below the treeline in lines of 10 tunnels according to the methods
of Gillies and Williams (2013). Lines were placed at c. 200m altitude intervals between valley
floors and treeline (Figure 2b), but only lines >1km apart were used for mustelid surveys. FTT
lines were added and removed from the study between sampling seasons but not between the
November and February surveys. Tunnels could form part of the non-treatment estimate in one
year and then become treatment estimate the following year (Appendix 2) as predator control
operations occurred. Figures 6a and 6b display the size and scale of the forest tracking tunnel
network. Only mustelid tracking was recorded for this analysis, as rodent abundance below the
treeline is recorded on a single night survey as per (Gillies & Williams 2013). I have chosen not
to report on forest rodent tracking rates for this study, although populations of forest rodents
may source alpine areas (O’Donnell et al. 2017), individuals tracked in alpine areas are unlikely
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to move between alpine and forest habitats once established, due to their small home-ranges
(King 2005). Investigating this question is beyond the scope of this already large thesis.

a) 2014/15

b) 2016/17

Figure 6(a). The extent of the forest FTT network for the 2014/15 year. (b). The extent of the forest
FTT network for the 2016/17 year. For both figures the black dots denote the location of a group
of tunnels as shown in Figure 2b, the red shading indicates the area receiving predator control via
1080 for that year. Treated tracking estimates are derived from the tunnels within the shaded area,
non-treatment estimates are from those outside of the shaded area.

Poison operations
Two aerially-applied 1080 predator control operations were undertaken during this study
(Figure 3). Both operations (2014 and 2016) were undertaken as part of the Battle for our Birds,
a Department of Conservation initiative to protect native wildlife during beech masts (Elliott &
Kemp 2016).
The first operation was pre-fed with non-toxic (6 gram, RS5) baits with a cinnamon lure
(0.15%) at 1kg/ha between the 13-15th October 2014. Toxic baits were applied 22 days later
between the 6-8 November 2014, the toxic baits were laced (0.15%) with sodium
monofluoroacetate (1080) and cinnamon-lured (0.3%). These cereal pellets (12-gram RS5) were
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dyed green and sown at a rate of 2kg/ha. Most alpine areas above the treeline were treated
except exclusions around water bodies required by the Medical Officer of Health. No baits were
sown in the non-treatment areas. This operation was called the 2014 ‘1080 tops’ operation and
covered 31,591ha. This operation was adjoined by numerous other operations to form a
continuous treated area of 348,383ha (Figure 6a). In the spring of 2015 no poison operations
occurred in any of the study areas as there was no beech mast.
The second operation is referred to as the 2016 ‘1080 treeline’ operation. This
operation covered 56,995ha and was adjoined by numerous other operations to form a
continuous treated area of 445,312ha (Figure 6b). The 2016 was pre-fed with non-toxic (6 gram,
RS5) baits with a cinnamon lure (0.30%) at 1.5kg/ha between the 9-11th September 2016. Toxic
baits were applied 10 days later between the 21-22nd September 2016. The toxic baits were
laced (0.15%) with sodium monofluoroacetate (1080) and cinnamon-lured (0.3%). These cereal
pellets (6-gram RS5) were dyed green and sown at a rate of 1.5kg/ha. Toxic baits were applied
to the forest below the treeline (c.1,300m) and not above. In the spring of 2017 no poison
operations occurred in any of the study areas as there was no beech mast.

Statistical analysis of trial survey
I used model selection to assess the performance (Burnham & Anderson 2002) of the two survey
types for mustelids and the rodents. The tracking data was analysed using generalised linear
mixed effect models (GLMMs) (Bates et al. 2014) in R (R Core Team 2016) with Line ID or Group
ID as a random effect according to the methods of Elliott et al. (2018). For mustelid tracking, I
compared the biologically plausible combinations of treatment and survey type as well their
interaction. Rats and mice were analysed in separate modelling exercises using identical
methods to compare the biologically plausible combinations of survey type with a categorical
month/year term, and their interaction. I used a categorical timescale (month/year) for this
investigation as the purpose is to test the difference in the relative abundance of each pest
species between treatment and non-treatment areas at any given time, and I did not expect the
difference to change over time. I used AICc (Akaike 1998) to find the best model. If multiple
models had an AICc within 2 units of the best model then those models were considered to
have equal support, unless any of the models within 2 units of AICc had one or more extra
parameters (k), in which case they were considered “close” but ultimately not supported, and
therefore not discussed (Burnham & Anderson 2002; Arnold 2010).
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Statistical analysis of tracking tunnel data
The tracking data was analysed using the same methods as trial surveys. However, I tested some
different explanatory variables. For mustelid tracking, I compared the biologically plausible
combinations of treatment, month/year (categorical) and habitat (alpine or forest), as well as
their interaction. Rat and mouse tracking was analysed almost identically, except habitat was
not included, as rodent home ranges are of a size that are unlikely to overlap between forested
and alpine areas and therefore not part of this analysis. Where estimates of tracking rates
involved multiple 𝛽𝑖 (beta estimates) from a model, confidence intervals were estimated using
the delta method (Cooch & White 2001). Otherwise confidence intervals were calculated using
the following formula.
−1𝑒𝑥𝑝(−1 × 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛽𝑖 ∓ 𝑆𝐸𝛽𝑖 × 1.96))

Statistical analysis of tracking tunnel resolution assessment
In order to assess if the tracking indices are of a resolution that is meaningful to rock wren, I
used nesting data from the rock wren nest predation dataset (Chapter 3, p.61, 64 & 65) to see
if tracking rates better explained the observed nest predation rates. The nest predation dataset
consists of 104 nests of which 40 fail. Nest abandonments during snowstorms account for 14 of
the 40 nest failures are right censored from the dataset leaving only nest failures caused by
either native or introduced predators. Nest predation rates were examined using the discrete
time methods of Allison (1982) and Heisey et al. (2007). For this analysis, every day a rock wren
or nest was known to be alive contributed one record to the data set. Whenever a nest failed
there was one record for the period between its last live sighting and when it was found dead.
Survival of nests and individuals was estimated using generalised linear models (GLM) with
binomial errors, a complementary log-log link function, and an offset term for the length of time
of each observation (Bolker 2014).
I then averaged the modelled tracking rates from the November and February alpine surveys
individually for each pest species, each year, in treatment and non-treatment areas. These
average values were then assigned to each appropriate nest from that year and site, so that for
each nest there was a separate mustelid, rat and mouse tracking estimate. I then used the
numeric tracking rates for each pest species as continuous explanatory variables. I compared
the biologically plausible combinations of; mustelid tracking rate, rat tracking rate and mouse
tracking rates, as well as second order polynomial variables, and their interaction. Finally I used
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AICc (Akaike 1998), and the identical selection criteria to the trial survey to assess the
performance of the models against the top performing model from the nest predation section
(Chapter 3, p. 65).
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Results
Mustelid trial survey
The mustelid trail survey sampled 147 lines across treatment and non-treatment areas above
and below the treeline. Some tracking tunnel cards were missing or removed from the tunnels
following the 21-night survey (Table 2) and therefore not included in the analysis. The salted
rabbit meat was still tethered to all of the tunnels containing tracking cards at the end of the
survey and still smelt fresh.
Table 2. Survey effort for the 3 and 21-night stoat surveys.

Treated

Survey type
Yes
Yes
No
No

3
21
3
21

No. cards
retrieved
550
937
303
497

No. lines
97
97
50
50

The top model for this dataset included survey type and treat but no interaction,
although the interactive model is close on AICc, it is more complex due to the extra parameter
(k), worse AICc fit, and therefore has less support. In the top model, the 21-night survey tracked
more mustelids than the 3-night survey and mustelids were more common in non-treatment
habitats than treated ones. The difference in tracking rates between 3 and 21-night surveys was
additive regardless of how common mustelids were in the habitat, based on treatment (Figure
7). This means that a correction value can be applied to historical 3-night surveys. According to
my analysis, 3-night mustelid surveys only track 0.55 of the animals that track in a 21-night
survey. However, this corrective value can only be applied to correct 𝛽 estimates prior to backtransformation using the inverse of the link function to create a tracking rate. A further
limitation of this corrective value is that the correction only works if you have actually tracked
mustelids in your dataset. As tracking mustelids in the first instance is quite difficult the
implications of this result are that by using a 21-night survey you can expect to track the same
number of mustelids for roughly half the effort (number of tunnels deployed) of a 3-night
survey.
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Table 3. AICc, ΔAICc, AICcWt and number of parameters (k) for all of the models examining the
relationship between mustelid tracking, 3 or 21-night surveys (survey_type) and treatment and
non-treatment areas (treat) with the random effect of LineID.

model
survey_type+treat
survey_type*treat
treat
survey_type
null

k
3
4
2
2
2

AICc
1044.40
1045.94
1053.83
1105.82
4410.52

ΔAICc
0.00
1.53
9.43
61.41
3366.41

AICcWt
0.68
0.32
0.01
0.00
0.00

Figure 7. Estimated mustelid tracking rates of the model survey_type+treat (± 95% confidence
intervals) with the random effect of LineID.
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Mustelid tracking to assess the performance of 1080 operations
The best mustelid tracking model included terms for treat, monthyear, habitat, an interaction
between habitat and monthyear and a random effect of LineID (Table 4). The relative
abundance of mustelids is higher in non-treatment forests when compared with treatment
forests (Figure 8). In treatment forests, the relative abundance of mustelids remains lower than
the non-treatment forests for the years between 1080 operations. In alpine areas, the relative
abundance of mustelids was lower in treatment areas than non-treatment areas (Figure 8). The
2016 operation reduced mustelid abundance for the sites that had not previously been treated,
as well as maintaining the low tracking rates at the previously treated sites (Figure 8).
Treatment is present in all the top models and indicates that areas with 1080 predator control
have fewer mustelids than those without, regardless of habitat type (Table 4).
Table 4. AICc, ΔAICc, AICcWt, and number of parameters (k) for the top five models examining
the relationship between mustelid tracking, treatment and non-treatment areas (treat), the month
and year of the survey (monthyear), if the survey was alpine or forested (habitat) with the random
effect of LineID and the null model.

model
treat+monthyear*habitat
treat*monthyear*habitat
treat+monthyear+habitat
treat*monthyear+habitat
treat+monthyear
null

k
16
29
11
16
10
2

AICc
2829.60
2838.91
2840.00
2845.38
2860.30
2988.23

ΔAICc
0.00
9.31
10.40
15.77
30.69
158.63

AICcWt
0.98
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00

Figure 8. Estimated mustelid tracking rates of the model treat+monthyear*habitat (± 95%
confidence intervals) with the random effect of LineID. The black arrows indicate the timing of the
two aerially-applied 1080 operations that occurred in the treatment areas during this study.
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Alpine rat and mouse tracking tunnel trial
The rat and mouse trial surveys sampled 151 lines in treatment and non-treatment areas above
the treeline in four surveys between February 2016 and February 2017 (Table 5 & Figure 3). The
salted rabbit meat was still tethered to all of the tunnels containing tracking cards at the end of
the survey although the peanut butter was gone in most instances.
Table 5. Survey effort for each of the 1 and 21-night rat and mouse surveys detailed in Figures 9
and 11. Groups are a cluster of tracking tunnels (see Figure 4) which become random effects in
the GLMMs to account for their lack of independence.
Treated
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Year

Month

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
17

Feb
Feb
Aug
Aug
Nov
Nov
Feb
Feb

No. cards
retrieved
272
241
164
74
208
50
270
34

No. groups
38
27
21
7
22
4
28
4
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Rat tracking tunnel trial
The top model includes terms for survey type and monthyear (Table 6). The 21-night survey was
tracked more rats than the 1-night survey. Rats were very uncommon above the treeline during
this part of my study (Figure 9), which confirms the need for a more sensitive detection tool.
Table 6. AICc, ΔAICc, AICcWt, and number of parameters (k) for the models examining the
relationship between tracking rates of rats using 1 or 21-night survey durations (Survey type) and
the date of the survey (monthyear).

model
Survey type+monthyear
Survey type*monthyear
Survey type
null

k
9
6
3
2

AICc
226.39
231.62
240.36
271.41

ΔAICc
0.00
5.23
13.97
45.02

AICcWt
0.94
0.06
0.00
0.00

Figure 9. Estimated rat tracking rates of the model survey_type+monthyear (± 95% confidence
intervals) with the random effect of LineID.
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Mouse tracking tunnel trial
The top model included terms for Survey type and monthyear (Table 7). In this model the 21night survey was more sensitive than the 1-night survey as mice consistently tracked at higher
rates (Figure 10). Mice were the most common predator tracked in this study.

Table 7. AICc, ΔAICc, AICcWt, and number of parameters (k) for the top five models examining
the relationship between tracking rates of mice using 1 or 21-night survey durations (Survey type)
and the date of the survey (monthyear).

model
Survey type+monthyear
Survey type*monthyear
Survey type
null

k
6
9
3
2

AICc
925.97
928.63
984.61
1092.41

ΔAICc
0.00
2.66
58.64
166.44

AICcWt
0.79
0.21
0.00
0.00

Figure 10. Estimated mouse tracking rates for the model survey type+monthyear (± 95%
confidence intervals) with the random effect of LineID.
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Alpine tracking tunnel network for assessing the performance of 1080 operations
Alpine rat tracking
The best model included terms for treat, monthyear and the interaction between them (Table
8). Rats were uncommon in alpine areas and more difficult to detect than mustelids. After the
1080 above the treeline operation in 2014 there was no difference in the relative abundance of
rats in treatment and non-treatment sites (Figure 11). However, following the 1080 to treeline
operation in 2016, treatment became an important predictor, and this treatment effect resulted
in a higher relative abundance of rats in the treatment area (Figure 9).

Table 8. AICc, ΔAICc, AICcWt, and number of parameters (k) for the top five models examining
the relationship between tracking rates of rats above the treeline, treatment (treat) and the month
and year of the survey (monthyear).

model
treat*monthyear
treat+monthyear
monthyear
treat
null

k
15
9
8
3
2

AICc
455.12
462.39
465.68
521.76
522.24

ΔAICc
0.00
7.27
10.56
66.64
67.12

AICcWt
0.97
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00

Figure 11. Estimated rat tracking rates of the model treat*monthyear (± 95% confidence intervals)
with the random effect of LineID. The left-hand black arrow denotes the timing of the first 1080
operation treating the forest and the area above the treeline, the right-hand arrow indicates the
timing of the second 1080 operation treating up to treeline.
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Alpine mouse tracking
The best model included terms for treat and monthyear (Table 9). Although the interactive
model is close in AICc, it has 6 more parameters, a worse AICc, and therefore probably not
competitive with the best model. Mice were sometimes very common in alpine areas and some
lines reached saturation in the 21-day survey. However, the 21-night survey has more resolution
when mice are uncommon which is of more use for conservation managers (Figure 12).
Treatment was only a useful predictor of the relative mouse abundance when it interacted with
the date of the survey. The treatment and non-treatment estimates trended identically,
indicating no effect caused by the sowing strategies of the two 1080 operations tested (Figure
12).

Table 9. AICc, ΔAICc, AICcWt, and number of parameters (k) for the models examining the
relationship between tracking rates of mice above the treeline, treatment (treat) and the month and
year of the survey (monthyear).

model
treat+monthyear
treat*monthyear
monthyear
null
treat

k
9
15
8
2
3

AICc
1943.07
1944.17
1946.25
2841.48
2843.04

ΔAICc
0.00
1.10
3.18
898.41
899.97

AICcWt
0.56
0.32
0.11
0.00
0.00

Figure 12. Estimated mouse tracking rates (± 95% confidence intervals) of the model
treatment+monthyear with the random effect of LineID. The left-hand black arrow denotes the
timing of the first 1080 operation treating the forest and the area above the treeline, the right-hand
arrow indicates the timing of the second 1080 operation treating up to treeline.
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Tracking tunnel resolution assessment
The best model for nest predation rates from Chapter 3 (p.65) was time since treatment
(TimesinceT) which is constructed with categorical terms for year of 1080 operation, year after
1080 operation, and a non-treatment. For this analysis the second order polynomial
relationship between mustelid tracking rate (str) and rock wren nest predation rate (Figure 13)
slightly outperforms TimesinceT on AICc. However, the difference in AICc between these two
top performing models was not great enough for one model to stand out, indicating that both
models explain the data almost as well as each other. This means that the estimated index of
relative abundance derived from the 21-night mustelid FTT surveys, equally explains the nest
predation rate of rock wren as TimesinceT (see Chapter 3, Table 14), and is therefore, sampling
at a meaningful resolution. Models including linear and polynomial relationships between
mustelid, rat and mouse tracking rates were also present in the top suite of models (Table 10),
but due to their extra parameters, and worse AICc values, are not equally supported.
Table 10. AICc, ΔAICc, and number of parameters (k) for the top five models examining the linear
and second order polynomial relationships between tracking rates of mustelids (str), rats (rtr) and
mice (mtr) above the treeline, compared with the top performing model for nest predation
(timesinceT) from Chapter 3 (Table 14), and the null model.

model
str+str^2
timesinceT
str+str^2+mtr
rtr+rtr^2+str
str+str^2+rtr
str+str^2+rtr+mtr
null

k
3
3
4
4
4
5
1

AICc
194.34
194.61
194.91
195.27
196.00
196.40
226.18

ΔAICc
0.00
0.27
0.57
0.93
1.66
2.06
31.84

AICcWt
0.17
0.15
0.13
0.11
0.08
0.06
0.00

Figure 13. Estimated % chance of a rock wren nest being preyed upon by a predator with the
second order polynomial relationship model of mustelid tracking rate (str) (± 95% confidence
intervals are the grey band).
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Discussion
Twenty-one-night surveys for rats, mice, and mustelids above the treeline, and for mustelids
below the treeline were more sensitive than the best practise. While this result was expected,
the results of the repeated 21-night surveys for assessing the efficacy of 1080 operations has
led to some interesting observations for each of species monitored. The 21-night mustelid
surveys are also providing indices at a resolution that is relevant to rock wren (Figure 13). The
second order polynomial mustelid tracking rate model gained equal support to the top
performing categorical treatment model for nest predation from Chapter 3 (Table 14). This
makes sense as the categorical model assumes the lowest stoat tracking rate in the year of 1080,
elevated in the year after, and further elevated in the non-treatment. However, adding rat and
mouse tracking to the models did not further improve the fit, but tracking rates for both species
were present in the top suite of models. This finding indicates that the relative abundance of
rats and mice does explain some of the variation in nest predation rate, but not enough to
overcome the AICc penalty for adding extra parameters.
The gains in sensitivity make the 21-night method worthwhile for any future studies on
mustelids in any habitat, as my results show that 21-night surveys will track the same number
of mustelids as a 3-night survey for about half the survey effort, or twice the number of
mustelids for the same effort. Sensitivity gains were also made for rats and mice in alpine areas,
and I recommend that the 21-night surveys should be adopted as the best practise from now
on for these situations. There is also a significant cost saving in surveying all species with one
survey interval in the same tunnel using the same card. I set out the cards across the network
(Figure 5b) over six days using a helicopter to move between sites at a cost of approximately
$600 per site, using a 1-night rodent survey followed by a 3-night mustelid survey. By combining
all surveys into one event I have reduced the cost by a third to $400 per site and logistically I
only need a 2-day weather window at either end of the 21-night survey period. Additionally,
undertaking FTT surveys is vastly cheaper than monitoring the nesting success of rock wren, and
as I have demonstrated that FTTs are sampling at a meaningful resolution for the predation of
rock wren nests by mustelids, FTTs could be used to make inferences about rock wren nesting
success in future.
There is one drawback to 21-night surveys, which is that I sacrifice some resolution on
mouse surveys when they reach tracking rates above 70% as some lines saturate. There is
another issue that I have not addressed and is true for any tracking tunnel indices, which is the
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inability to reliably distinguish ferrets, stoats and weasels due to overlap in the size of their
footprints at all ages and sexes (Corbet & Harris 1991; Ratz 1997; Gillies & Williams 2002).
Sidorovich et al. (2008) distinguished between weasel and stoat tracks in the snow using the
length of the tail drags, but tails do not track on ink cards regularly enough for this method to
be effective. Stoats and weasels are caught in alpine trapping programs (O’Donnell et al. 2017),
both have been observed predating rock wren nests (Chapter 3), and weasels are sometimes
more numerous for a brief period following 1080 operations (Friends of Cobb unpublished
trapping data). Trail cameras are likely to be the answer to this problem and developing this
technology for use to address these questions should be a priority.
This study does not initially appear to have the inferential power of a BACI design, due
to the absence of any before the impact data. However, I have monitored the relative
abundance of mustelids at a high number of treatment and non-treatment sites (Appendix 2).
Due to the temporal variation in the abundance of stoats in relation to the beech mast cycle
(King 1983), I suggest that having a parallel measure of the relative abundance of mustelids,
which is informed by a high number of sites, to be more compelling than a standard BACI design,
with only a few sites informing each estimate.
Landscape scale aerially-applied 1080 pest control appears to reduce the relative
abundance of mustelids in forest and alpine areas. Furthermore, 1080 reduced the abundance
of mustelids above the treeline without actually treating above the treeline in the alpine areas
of Kahurangi National Park. This is surprising as Jamieson (2005) observed stoats living purely
in alpine grasslands and not entering the forests. Smith et al. (2007) observed some movement
between alpine grasslands, and beech forest by some individual stoats but not all, and
suggested stoats may stay in alpine areas year-round. As such, they recommended stoat control
needs to extend above the treeline. The main limitation of these studies is that stoats were
only monitored in summer and autumn, a time when food is abundant above the treeline. A
study in the Swiss-Jura mountains found that stoats were common and had defined alpine home
ranges when water vole (A. t. scherman) abundance was high. However, as vole abundance
decreased stoats became transient and then completely absent from the study area during
winter (Debrot & Mermod 1983). This suggests stoats are unable to survive the winter below a
certain threshold of rodent abundance.
A likely hypothesis for the effective mustelid control observed in this study by only
applying 1080 to treeline is that the highly mobile mustelids (King & Murphy 2005) may follow
their primary prey to lower altitudes in winter and early spring. This strategy would enable them
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to be effectively controlled by well-timed 1080 operations in forest habitat. However, the scale
of the alpine areas in Kahurangi National Park are quite small at 1-2km between treelines, and
elevations rarely exceed 1,800m above sea level. Alpine areas in the central Southern Alps of
the South Island can exceed 8km between treelines, and elevations can exceed 3,000m.
Furthermore, the treeline is absent on a significant portion of the eastern side of the central
alps due to deforestation, which renders forest-based pest control useless. Research focused
on understanding the habitat usage of mustelids and efficacy of 1080 operations in these alpine
areas needs to be a research priority.
Rats were uncommon above the treeline, but the fact that they were recorded above
the treeline at a tracking rate approaching 10% is cause for concern. Christie et al. (2017)
analysed ship rat distribution data from nearby Nelson Lakes National Park between 1974 and
1993 and never detected ship rat individuals above 1030m, an altitude that corresponds with
the upper limit of red beech (Fuscospora fusca). Detections were also highly correlated with
beech masts. Christie et. al.’s study added to previous studies (Studholme 2000; King 2005) that
concluded that rats are absent above the treeline. However, rats have been occasionally caught
in alpine trapping operations (O’Donnell et al. 2017). This study confirms rats are present in
alpine areas. It is likely that significantly increased sampling effort in this study than in Christie
et al. (2017) has led to more detections. My models differentiated between treatment and nontreatment tracking rates, with treatment areas tracking more rats than non-treatment areas,
when alpine areas are excluded from 1080 operations. This points to a potential meso-predator
release (Soulé et al. 1988), which has been observed when mustelids are removed from the
New Zealand forest system (Daniel 1978; Murphy & Bradfield 1992; Studholme 2000).
Mice were by far the most common mammal above the treeline and the least affected
by treatment. The second 1080 operation was only to the treeline, and as mice have small home
ranges (Pickard 1984) they probably did not interact with the baits. Therefore, I can only
examine the relative abundance of mice following the first 1080 operation. Mouse abundance
after the first 1080 operation was slightly elevated in the treatment area when compared with
the non-treatment and the trend of the two groups was thereafter nearly identical. This study
provides no evidence of either effective control of mice or of a meso predator release (Witmer
et al. 2007). This study adds to the body of evidence that conventionally sown 1080 operations
are not always effective at mouse control (Innes et al. 1995; Nugent et al. 2011) and is the first
to suggest that the same is true above the treeline.
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Landscape scale predator control regimes using aerially-applied 1080 are effective at
controlling alpine mustelids, which is a significant step forward for alpine conservation in New
Zealand. For species sensitive to these predators a tool now exists to reverse their decline on a
landscape scale. However, for alpine species sensitive to mouse and rat predation the current
1080 to treeline regime appears ineffective; however, if treatment extends into alpine areas,
rats appear to be controlled. Understanding the drivers of alpine predator dynamics requires
additional investigation. By using the 21-night FTT method, there is now a reliable and costeffective method of indexing mustelids, rats, and mice, that is at biologically meaningful
resolution for rock wren conservation.
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Chapter 3: The costs and benefits to the alpine rock wren
(Xenicus gilviventris) of landscape scale predator control using
aerially-applied 1080 poison.

Female rock wren at her nest entrance, with a bill full of invertebrates for her chicks, at Lake Aorere in
Kahurangi National Park. Photo credit: Author.
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Abstract
New Zealand is a globally unique oceanic island due to the high prevalence of alpine habitat and
a biota that evolved in the absence of mammals. Introduced mammalian predators are the
leading cause of extinctions in New Zealand. In some forested habitats introduced predators
are targeted in landscape scale control operations using aerially-applied 1080 poison, but the
efficacy of this method is unproven in alpine habitats. I intensively monitored the reproductive
success, survival and population trends of the endangered alpine rock wren (Xenicus
gilviventris) in habitats with and without 1080 predator control. I used a model selection
approach to investigate if 1080 management improved the productivity metrics I measured.
Fixed trail cameras on nests have demonstrated that mustelids, rats and snowstorms cause
significant adult mortality and nest failures. Landscape scale aerially-applied 1080 poison
effectively reduces the relative abundance of mustelids in alpine areas, and also reduced rock
wren nest predation rates, which resulted in substantial increases in nesting, survival and
territory occupation estimates. These effects last for at least two years. I could not rule out the
by-kill risk for rock wren resulting from 1080 sown in alpine areas because mortality occurred
unevenly at the one site where a 1080 operation and a snowstorm occurred in succession.
However, this risk is low, as rock wren have demonstrated no susceptibility to 1080 poisoning
at another site and have suffered nest failures and mortality in snowstorms at both sites, in
years where 1080 has not being implicated. Any potential risks from 1080 operations are
outweighed by the benefits, as the non-treatment rock wren population declined at an
unsustainable rate. Management with aerially-applied 1080 to the treeline is an effective
landscape scale tool for alpine pest control for mustelids, and aerially-applied 1080 operations
extending above treeline appear to control rats and mustelids. Endangered rock wren
populations should benefit from an increased use of either method, however by-kill rates need
further investigation for above treeline operations, as does the meso-predator release of rats
following 1080 to treeline operations.
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Introduction
The physical effects of human induced climate change are proportionally more obvious in polar
and high elevation ecosystems than temperate ecosystems (Beniston et al. 1997; Sala et al.
2000; Parmesan & Yohe 2003). As a result, cold adapted species are expected to face the
greatest challenges from climate induced ecosystem changes (Ohlemüller et al. 2008; Somero
2010), which appears true for continental species (Parmesan 2006; Post et al. 2009). However,
on oceanic islands introduced predators present the greatest challenges to endemic species and
are the leading cause of extinctions (Vitousek 1988; Diamond 1989; Olson 1989; Paulay 1994;
Blackburn et al. 2004; Quammen 2012), especially for alpine species in New Zealand (Holdaway
1999; Cuthbert & Davis 2002; Michaux 2013; O’Donnell et al. 2017).
New Zealand is a globally unique oceanic island in having a biota that evolved in the
absence of terrestrial mammals (excepting three species of terrestrial bats) and the high
prevalence of alpine habitat (O’Donnell et al. 2017). Since first human settlement around 750
years B.P. (Holdaway 1989), 44 avian species have become extinct (Holdaway 1989, 1999;
Worthy 1999). Due to the relatively recent introductions of a second wave of predators
following European colonisation 150 years B.P. (Holdaway 1999), 77% of the remaining forest
birds are still declining or threatened with extinction (Innes et al. 2010). Because of this trend,
many declining alpine species face an immediate threat from introduced predators that if not
addressed could result in further extinctions (O’Donnell et al. 2017).
Rats (R. rattus), mice (M. musculus), weasels (M. nivalis) and stoats (M. erminea) have
all been recorded in alpine areas and pose a significant risk to alpine fauna (O’Donnell et al.
2017). Currently alpine mustelid populations have been controlled only to protect; takahē
(Porphyrio hochstetteri) via a large, 50,000 ha low intensity trapping network (Hegg et al. 2012),
Hutton’s shearwater (Puffinus huttoni) via intermittent trapping over 27 ha (Sherley 1992;
Sommer et al. 2009), and rock wren (Xenicus gilviventris) via intensive trapping, at three sites
<400 ha (Stocker et al. 2006; Weston et al. 2018). To date, the outcome monitoring of some of
these networks (Weston et al. 2018) has not considered the immigration potential of predators
from adjoining forests or what effect predator control in the adjoining forests may have on the
monitoring. These omissions are understandable as they are consistent with the idea of
independent alpine ecosystems being ‘Sky Islands’, which has a strong following in alpine
research globally (e.g. McCormack et al. 2009). Existing research on the habitat use of alpine
stoats in New Zealand supports the ‘Sky Island’ concept and has suggested that alpine stoats
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are purely alpine and do not move between alpine areas and forested habitats (Jamieson 2005;
Smith et al. 2007). Despite this, it is clear that rats, mice and mustelids are not alpine obligates
and are widely distributed from sea level to well above the treeline (King 2005; O’Donnell et al.
2017). There is also a growing body of evidence to suggest that the population dynamics of
alpine mice and mustelids match that of their forest dwelling neighbours (Willans 2006; Lee
2010; Hegg et al. 2012; Elliott & Kemp 2016). Forest dwelling rats, mice and mustelids
experience large temporal changes in abundance in response to the mast seeding of
Nothofagaceae and/or Podocarpaceae trees (Elliott & Kemp 2016), species that are a major
component of New Zealand’s indigenous forests. Species of Chionochloa (Poaceae) are the
dominant alpine grassland seed producer and can mast-seed synchronously with forest tree
species, with seed generally available to rodents prior to the forest seed fall (Kelly et al. 2000;
Schauber et al. 2002). Chionochloa masting can result in mouse plagues in alpine areas, but as
the seed availability is staggered in time, uncertainty exists about whether mice disperse from
the forest or are always present in alpine areas (Lee 2010).
The development and use of aerially-applied 1080 poison to control rats, mice and, via
secondary poisoning, mustelids (Innes & Barker 1999; Murphy et al. 1999; Alterio & Moller
2000) in mast years has enabled conservation mangers to move away from single species
management to ecosystem management on a landscape scale (Simberloff 1998; Elliott & Kemp
2016). The amount of forested public conservation land under 1080 management has doubled
in the last decade to over 1,000,000 ha in mast years (Elliott & Kemp 2016; EPA 2017). Varying
rates of by-kill in some native bird species has been recorded following 1080 operations
(Powlesland et al. 1999; Powlesland et al. 2000; Veltman & Westbrooke 2011). Recently
instances of by-kill have reduced significantly with modern baiting practises, which have
replaced carrot baits with cereal and reduced sowing rates to <2kg/ha (Veltman & Westbrooke
2011). By-kill, which can still occur using modern bating practises, is typically offset by increased
reproductive success in the absence of predators (Spurr 1979; Westbrooke & Powlesland 2005;
Wright 2011; Greene et al. 2013; Van Klink et al. 2013; Kemp et al. 2018; Tinnemans et al. 2018).
The effect of landscape scale ecosystem management with aerially-applied 1080 has not been
assessed for either introduced predators or native taxa in alpine areas.
Rock wren are an endangered alpine passerine (Robertson et al. 2016). They are the
only specialist alpine bird in New Zealand, being the only bird that lives and breeds solely above
the tree line all year round (Gaze 2013). They are a small (14-20g), long-legged, ground-dwelling
wren with small rounded wings and a reduced flight ability (Higgins et al. 2001). Rock wren and
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rifleman (A. chloris) are the only two extant members of a sister group of wrens that diverged
from other birds at the beginning of the passerine radiation and belong in their own endemic
suborder, Acanthisittidae (Barker et al. 2002; Edwards & Boles 2002; Ericson et al. 2002; Selvatti
et al. 2015; Mitchell et al. 2016). The Acanthisittidae wrens, once numbered eight species in six
genera, making them the most diverse group of passerines in New Zealand (Worthy et al. 2010).
Of the seven species extant at time of human arrival in New Zealand five have since become
extinct due to predation by introduced mammals.
Repeated surveys of rock wren at two sites suggest a 45-50% decline over the preceding
20 year period (Stocker et al. 2006; Willans 2006). Nationally, rock wren are experiencing an
overall range contraction due to local extinctions (Michelsen-Heath & Gaze 2007). Recent
investigations into the agents of this decline have demonstrated rock wren are exceptionally
sensitive to predation by stoats and to a lesser extent predation by mice (Little et al. 2017;
O’Donnell et al. 2017; Weston et al. 2018). Rock wren are currently ranked as nationally
endangered under the New Zealand threat classification system, as no pest control is occurring
in the majority of their range (Robertson et al. 2016). Trap networks targeting stoats in alpine
areas have been shown to improve the breeding success of a few rock wren populations in one
study (Weston et al. 2018), however trapping is ultimately limited to protecting rock wren over
only a few hundred hectares, due to the scale, and topography of New Zealand’s mountain
regions.

Study Aims
The aim of this study was to investigate the costs and benefits to rock wren of using aeriallyapplied 1080, to control introduced predators on a landscape scale (>100,000ha) in alpine
habitat. Rock wren were monitored intensively through two 1080 operations, using colour
banded rock wren, monitored nests with fixed trail cameras, and territory mapping. If landscape
scale predator management with 1080 results in improved reproductive and survival rates for
rock wren, an in-situ landscape scale alpine management tool will be available for the first time.
This could also mean that predator control aimed at rock wren could benefit other species
vulnerable to the same predators as rock wren.
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Methodology
Study sites
This study was conducted between 2014 and 2018 at three sites (Figure 14) in Kahurangi
National Park, which is located in the northern South Island of New Zealand. All three sites are
above the treeline and range in altitude from 1180m to 1645m above sea level. Grange Ridge
(300 ha) and Lake Aorere (240 ha) study sites both received predator control via aerial 1080
twice during the study. Shelter Rock Basin (155 ha) situated 24km to the south on the Scarlett
Range was used as the control/non-treatment for the first two years of the study, after which
it also received predator control via aerial 1080.
All sites are in the wetter western region of the park, which receives between 40006500mm of rainfall per annum (NIWA, National Institute of Water of Atmospheric Research
Ltd). The terrain is shaped by glaciation, but more noticeably it is scarred by the slips and rock
falls of the 1929 Murchison earthquake (Henderson 1937).
The vegetation at the study sites is influenced by high rainfall and granite dominated
geology (Williams 1991). Silver beech (Lophozonia menziesii) is the dominant tree species
below the treeline adjacent to the study sites, mixed with occasional Dracophyllum traversii.
Above the tree line the scrub communities on gentle slopes are dominated by Olearia colensoi,
Brachyglottis bidwillii, Phormium cookianum and D. filifolium with the steep cliff terrain
comprising predominantly of Podocarpus nivalis, D. rosmarifolium, Pseudopanax colensoii aff.
ternatus, P. cookianum, Chionochloa pallens ssp. pallens and D. pubescens. Grasslands are
predominantly C. pallens ssp. pallens interdispersed with Aciphilla spp., C. rubra ssp. oculta is
dominant in areas with poor drainage while C. flavescens occurs occasionally in areas with
higher fertility and C. australis occupies more exposed and drier sites. Stable boulderfields
support quite a different suite of plant species; Hoheria glabrata, O. lacunosa, B. bidwillii, B.
adamsii, Hebe crenulata, H. topiaria and D. rosmarinifolium can form a stunted forest while
Melicytus aff. alpinus and P. nivalis are specialists on the more mobile boulderfields.
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Figure 14. Timeline of the key dates mentioned in the text
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Poison operations
Two separate aerial 1080 poison operations for predator control were undertaken during this
study. The first operation including Lake Aorere and the Grange Ridge, was pre-fed with nontoxic (6 gram, RS5) baits with a cinnamon lure (0.15%) at 1kg/ha between the 13-15th October
2014. Toxic baits were applied 22 days later between the 6-8 November 2014 (Figure 14), the
toxic baits were laced with (0.15%) sodium monofluoroacetate (1080), cinnamon-lured (0.3%).
These cereal pellets (12-gram RS5) were dyed green and sown at a rate of 2kg/ha. Most alpine
areas above the treeline were treated except exclusions zones around water bodies required
by the Medical Officer of Health. No baits were sown in the non-treatment area (Shelter Rock
Basin).
This operation is referred to as the ‘1080 tops’ predator control operation and covered
31,591 ha. This operation was adjoined by numerous other operations to form a continuous
treated area of 348,383 ha (Figure 15). In the spring of 2015 no poison operations occurred in
any of the study areas as there was no beech mast that year.

A
B

C

Figure 15. The 2014 ‘1080 tops’ predator control operation. The map on the left shows the extent
(red shading) of the 2014 aerially-applied 1080 operations. The study sites are “A” (Lake Aorere),
“B” (Grange Ridge) and “C” (Shelter Rock Basin). The map on the right shows an example of the
coverage of the predator control in alpine areas typical of these operation at the Grange Ridge
(Red shading).
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The second operation in 2016 included all three study sites. It was pre-fed 1.5kg/ha
non-toxic (6 gram, RS5) baits with a cinnamon lure (0.30%) between the 9-11th September 2016.
Toxic baits were applied 10 days later between the 21-22nd September 2016 (Figure 14). The
toxic baits were laced (0.15%) with sodium monofluoroacetate (1080) cinnamon-lured (0.3%).
These cereal pellets (6-gram RS5) were dyed green and sown at a rate of 1.5kg/ha. Baits were
applied to the forest below the treeline (c.1300m) and not above. The forest surrounding the
non-treatment area was treated in 2016, therefore there was no non-treatment site for the last
two years of the study. By changing the treatment at the “control” site, but not at the treatment
site I effectively had a BACI design (Stewart-Oaten et al. 1986).
I refer to this operation as the 2016 ‘1080 treeline’ predator control operation. This
operation covered 56,995 ha and was adjoined by numerous other operations to form a
continuous treated area of 445,312 ha (Figure 16). Both operations (2014 and 2016) were
undertaken as part of the Battle for our Birds, a Department of Conservation initiative to protect
native wildlife during beech masts (Elliott & Kemp 2016). A summary of the treatment history
at each site is provided in Table 11. In the spring of 2017 no poison operations occurred in any
of the study areas as there was no beech mast that year.

A
B

C

Figure 16. The 2016 ‘1080 treeline’ predator control operation. The map on the left is showing the
extent (red shading) of the 2016 operation, the study sites are labelled “A” (Lake Aorere), “B”
(Grange Ridge) and “C” (Shelter Rock Basin). The map on the right shows an example of the
coverage of the predator control in alpine areas typical of this operation at the Grange Ridge.
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Table 11. Summary of pest control operations occurring at each study site during the course of
this study.

Grange Ridge

Lake Aorere

2014

Treated

Treated

2015

Year after
Treatment
Treated to
treeline
Year after
Treatment

Year after
Treatment
Treated to
treeline
Year after
Treatment

2016
2017

Shelter Rock
Basin
Non-treatment
Non-treatment
Treated to
treeline
Year after
Treatment

Rock wren capture & identification
Each year, adult and juvenile rock wren were caught and banded during spring, early summer
and after nesting. Birds were found and attracted by playing recordings of rock wren calls
and/or squeaking Audubon™ bird callers whilst methodically traveling through rock wren
habitat (Figure 17). Once birds were located, a mist net was set up nearby where the terrain
allowed relatively easy travel. Agile people were then used to surround the birds and herd them
into the mist net.

Figure 17. Examples of rock wren habitat typical of the study areas in summer. Photo credits: lefthand images, Author, right-hand images Digby Shaw.
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Once captured, birds were fitted with a metal leg band (size A) and three colour bands
to allow individual identification. Appearance was used to identify the sex of juvenile and adult
birds. Higgins et al. (2001) noted some doubts about whether rock wren can be reliably sexed
by the colour variation in the appearance of their plumage (Figure 18). I found I could visually
distinguish the sexes. Of the 74 adults and 66 juveniles banded, only one surviving juvenile
female was incorrectly sexed as a male, based on nesting behaviour. The females were duller
on the head and appeared quite brown compared to the males, which appear bright green with
bright yellow flanks. Juveniles were easily distinguished from adults based on feather condition,
as adults have begun moulting at the time juveniles emerge from the nest. Birds that eluded
capture were included in the nesting dataset if their nest was monitored, but not used for
survival estimates.
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Figure 18. Examples of the sexually dimorphic plumage of male and female rock wren (male on
left side in both instances). Photo credit: Author.
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Nesting success
The nest monitoring season ran from October to May each year (Figure 14). Nests were located
between October 2014 and January 2018. Banded and un-banded birds with known territories
were checked for signs of breeding behaviour including birds carrying nest building material, a
temporarily missing bird in an area where a pair is known to be present, birds brooding, and
birds feeding chicks. I also used playback of recorded calls to lure birds in and presented them
with feathers after which I could follow any bird that took a feather (generally the male) back
to the nest (Figure 19a).

a)

b)
Figure 19a. Male rock wren carrying a feather back to the nest. (b). Female rock wren in nest
entrance. Photo credits: Digby Shaw
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Once a nest was located (Figure 19b) it was monitored with regular activity checks from
a distance (c.100m). Nestlings were confirmed by observing the parents taking food items to
the nest; then a motion-triggered camera (Ltl Acorn®-5210 series) was installed at the nest (with
an external battery with solar charging capabilities) (Figure 20). As rock wren frequently nest
on cliffs, abseiling was used to access many nests. During this study, it became clear that rock
wren are more resilient to the disturbance associated with camera installations once they have
chicks. Nest predations at egg stage were very uncommon in this study, when they did occur
the sign left by the predator was usually obvious, therefore a lack of camera footage at this
stage has negligible implications in the quality of the nest failure data. Multiple nest
changeovers were observed to ascertain the approach routes of each parent so as to not install
the camera in the route of their nest approach. I allowed 30mins from when a rock wren was
flushed from the nest to have installed the camera and be out of disturbance range (c.100m). I
then observed the nest with binoculars to confirm both sexes were entering and exiting the
nest. If after 20 minutes the pair had not resumed feeding their nestlings, the camera was
removed, and I left the site. When following these guidelines, I avoided any human-induced
nest abandonments, as birds were recorded on camera attending nests after the installation of
the camera. I had three human induced abandonments when these rules were not followed;
these nests were removed from the dataset. Cameras on nests provided data on fledge dates,
number of birds fledged, band re-sightings, predation events, predation attempts and nest
abandonments.
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Figure 20. Examples of a roped fixed camera installation at a rock wren nest during the chick
feeding stage. Photo credits: Digby Shaw.
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Causes of nest failure were assigned to categories to allow further analysis. Predation
by identified predators was said to have occurred when a predator was identified on camera,
by evidence left in the nest, or by damage to the nest structure (Little et al. 2017). Predation by
unknown predators was said to have occurred when the nest failed before the fledge date and
when the nest contents were absent or partially consumed. Nests were said to have been
abandoned when nest failed before the fledge date and the nest contents appeared untouched.

Occupied Territories
A core area of 80-150 ha within each of the three study sites was identified and searched more
thoroughly than the surrounding area. Each core area contained c.70ha of suitable rock wren
habitat. Each core area was casually surveyed at least fortnightly 8-10 times per season. In these
core areas most rock wren were banded and I had a high level of confidence about the number
of occupied territories. Each point on the map indicates a pair of resident breeding rock wren
for the stated time period. I used this information to detect trends in abundance.

Sightings of banded birds
The monitoring season ran from October to May (Figure 14), during which sightings of banded
rock wren along with their location were recorded in a sighting database. These sightings were
used to estimate the overwinter and breeding season survival.

Temperature data
Temperature data was provided by the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research
Ltd (NIWA) from their National Climate Database (CLIflo). Temperature data from 143 sites was
used to spatially interpolate temperature estimates on a 0.05⁰ latitude/longitude grid via a thinplate smoothing spline model (Tait 2008). The mean maximum November temperature for the
grid around the Grange Ridge since 1972 was used as an indicator of the climate at the time of
this study.
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Statistical analysis
Nesting success, nest predation rate and apparent survivorship
Adult survivorship, nesting success and nest predation rate were all examined using the discrete
time methods of Allison (1982) and Heisey et al. (2007). For this analysis, every day a rock wren
or nest was known to be alive contributed one record to the data set. Whenever a nest failed
there was one record for the period between its last live sighting and when it was found dead.
Survival of nests and individuals was estimated using generalised linear models (GLM)
with binomial errors, a complementary log-log link function, and an offset term for the length
of time of each observation (Bolker 2014). Estimates from GLMs are often over-dispersed, which
occurs when the residual variance is higher than the conditional mean, and requires correction
(Bolker et al. 2009). However, my nest survival data followed a Bernoulli distribution, and the
methods to correct for over-dispersion in this type of data do not currently exist (McCullagh &
Nelder 1989). GLMs were run in R (R Core Team 2016). The method of analysis I used is
essentially the same as that of Dinsmore et al. (2002) implemented in program MARK (White &
Burnham 1999), which has come to be regarded as the standard way of estimating nesting
success. A suite of biologically plausible models including and excluding possible explanatory
covariates were compared using AICc (Burnham & Anderson 2002) as suggested by (Bolker et
al. 2009), to find the best model. If multiple models had an AICc estimate within 2 units of the
best model then those models were considered to have equal support, unless any of the models
within 2 units of AICc had one or more extra parameters (k), in which case they were considered
“close” but ultimately not supported, and therefore not discussed (Burnham & Anderson 2002;
Arnold 2010)
Confidence intervals (CIs) for all estimates were calculated using the following formula
in which 𝛽i is the beta estimate;
−1𝑒𝑥𝑝(−1 × 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛽i ∓ 𝑆𝐸𝛽i × 1.96))

Nesting success
To explore the relationship between nesting success and 1080 operations, I compared GLMs
using AICc to determine whether the data supported a treatment effect following the 2014 and
2016 1080 operations, and how long any effect lasted. I compared single category models of
treatment (yes/no), study site (Grange Ridge, Shelter Rock Basin & Lake Aorere), year
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(categorical, as I am interested in the difference between each season, not the difference over
time), treatment regime (treating alpine areas vs treating to treeline), and time since treatment
(year of 1080 operation, year after 1080 operation and non-treatment), as well as additive and
interactive models in combination with study site. I also explored the possibility that nesting
success might vary with nest age, as found by Weston et al. (2018). Nest age was constructed
as a continuous variable between 1 (incubation begins) and 42 days (fledging). I also explored
the possibility that nesting success might vary with time by constructing a continuous variable
of day of season from the first incubation of season confirmed to last nest fledging or failing.
Age and time were investigated by incorporating: 1) a linear relationship between age and
nesting success; 2) a second order polynomial relationship between age and nesting success; 3)
a linear relationship between time and nesting success; and 4) a second order polynomial
relationship between time and nesting success.
Daily survival rates (DSR) of nests are presented as nest survival rates by raising the DSR
to the power of 42, which is the duration of a successful rock wren nesting attempt (Heath 1989)
using the following formula, in which 𝛽𝑖 is the beta estimate;
1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛽𝑖)42 × 100
Predation Rate
To estimate nest predation rate as opposed to nest success rate, I right censored known
abandoned nests and natural failures from the dataset the day before they failed, which results
in a nest being recorded as successful up until the day before it failed. I then repeated the
nesting success analysis with the revised dataset. Using this approach, I can explicitly examine
the impact of predator control on nest predation rate, because the results are not confounded
by the effects of stochastic weather events.
Nest predation rates (NPR) of nests are calculated from the right censored dataset,
using the following formula, in which 𝛽𝑖 is the beta estimate;
100 − (1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛽𝑖)42 × 100)
Apparent Survivorship
Due to the cryptic nature of rock wren (Riney 1953; Higgins et al. 2001) and the regular
inclement weather at the study areas, a standard mark re-sight model (White & Burnham 1999)
with set specified survey areas and intervals was not practical. For the purpose of estimating
survival, I treated each October to May nest monitoring season (Figure 12) as a survey and
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assumed that birds would invariably be re-sighted at least once in that season. No birds were
undetected in one year and subsequently re-sighted the following year in this study.
Whenever a rock wren was not detected a number of assumptions regarding their
mortality were made (detailed in Figure 14): 1) if a bird was sighted in the new year or after
nesting it was assumed alive until the end of May; 2) If a bird was not re-sighted during the next
monitoring season it was assumed not to have survived the winter and given a mortality date
of August 31, the end of winter (Figure 14); 3) Rock wren that died whilst nesting were given
the same date of death as their nesting attempt failed.
I also explored the relationship between apparent adult survival and 1080 operations
by comparing GLMs using AICc to determine whether my data supported a treatment effect
following the 2014 and 2016 1080 operations. I compared all plausible single category models
of treatment (yes, no), study site (Grange Ridge, Shelter Rock Basin, Lake Aorere), age class
(adult, juvenile), sex (male, female), year (categorical, as I am interested in the difference
between each season, not the difference over time), treatment regime (treating alpine areas,
treating to treeline, and year after treating alpine areas), and time since treatment (year of
treatment, year after treatment, and non-treatment) as well as additive and interactive models
combining study site, age class and sex.
Apparent annual survival of rock wren was calculated using the following formula in
which 𝛽𝑖 is the beta estimate;
1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛽𝑖)365 × 100

Results
Context to the results
A late-season snowstorm occurred at the Grange Ridge on the 11th November 2014, four days
after the 2014 1080 tops operation (Figure 21). All monitored pairs of rock wren and their nests
were all alive and accounted for three days after the 1080 operation before the snowstorm
arrived. The cold temperatures and thick snow cover lasted until the 25th November 2014. A
snowstorm of this magnitude has not occurred during the nesting season, in the remaining
three years of this study. This weather event confounded the interpretation of my results, as
the study was not designed to test the effects of snowstorms on rock wren. Following this
snowstorm, Lake Aorere, which I had surveyed previously, was added as a second treatment
site. Shelter Rock Basin, which I had not previously surveyed, also was added as a non-treatment
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site. Due to their late addition to this study, I cannot accurately assess the effects of the
snowstorm at these sites, although I do speculate about the aspect of each site in relation to
the prevailing weather.

Figure 21. The Grange Ridge hut on the morning of the 2014 1080 tops operation (left) and the
Grange Ridge hut four days later (right). Photo credit Author.

Nesting success
I located 127 rock wren nests of which 104 were monitored reliably enough for their data to be
included in the analysis, 20 of these nests were in the non-treatment area. Forty nests were
unsuccessful, 16 of which occurred in the non-treatment area. Reasons for failure were varied
(Table 12), but the main causes were predation (Appendix 3) and abandonment.

Table 12. Reasons for rock wren nest failure observed during this study. Observations are based
on camera footage or sign left in nests (Appendix 3).

Reason for failure
Predation

Abandoned

Unknown
Weasel (Mustela nivalis)
Stoat (Mustela ermine)
Ship Rat (Rattus rattus)
House mouse (Mus musculus)
Falcon (Falco
novaeseelandiae)
Weka (Galliraillus australis
australis)
Long Tailed Cuckoo
(Urodynamis taitensis)
Unknown reason
Late season snow storms
Late season snow storms
and/or 1080 poisoning

no. of failures
observed
14
1
2
4
1
2
1
1
5
6
3
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All of the top five models had one of either one of three different categorical explainers
of treatment (Table 13), which makes model averaging inappropriate in this instance, due to
the competing explanations of the same phenomenon. However, my analysis could not
distinguish between models of treatment, treatment regime or time since treatment. Adding
the second order polynomial nest age or a linear relationship with nest age improved the GLMs
AICc values slightly. The addition of the continuous age variables indicate that nests were more
sensitive to predation once the chicks had hatched, but the extra parameters of these models
coupled with the almost identical AICc, and log-likelihood values have lead me to present the
simplest treat model (Figure 22).

Table 13. AICc, ΔAICc, AICcWt, and number of parameters (k) for the top suite of models
examining the relationship between nesting success and treatment (treat), timesinceT, regime, the
linear relationship of nest age, the second order polynomial of nest age (age+age^2), and the null.

model
treat+age+age^2
treat+age
treat
regime
regime+age+age^2
TimesinceT+age+age^2
TimesinceT
null

k
4
3
2
3
5
5
3
1

AICc
293.25
293.28
293.42
294.26
294.32
295.24
295.38
306.61

ΔAICc
0.00
0.04
0.17
1.01
1.07
1.99
2.13
13.36

AICcWt
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.10
0.09
0.06
0.05
0.00

Figure 22. Estimated nesting success of rock wren (± 95% confidence intervals) of the categorical
treatment model (treat).
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Predators of rock wren nests
Nest abandonments account for 14 of the 40 nest failures observed during this study. Of these
abandonments 9/14 occurred in late season snow storms (Table 12). Because of the high
prevalence of nest failures that relate to stochastic weather events, nesting success by itself is
not a good indicator of the efficacy of the aerially-applied 1080 operations. However, I can
account for one source of environmental variance by right censoring known nest
abandonments. When these failures are removed from the dataset I can better gauge the
efficacy of aerial 1080 as a management tool for rock wren and other mustelid sensitive species,
without some of the additional environmental variability in the data. I could also remove
predation events from native predators, but sign left by native predators cannot always be
distinguished from introduced predators. It is highly likely native predators are responsible for
a proportion of the unknown predations (n=14) (Table 12), and therefore cannot be excluded
from the analysis.

Table 14. AICc, ΔAICc, AICcWt, and number of parameters (k) for the top five models, and null
model which examine the relationship between predation rates by introduced predators, and time
since treatment (TimesinceT), study site (place), and the second order polynomials of age of nest
and time of season.

model
timesinceT
timesinceT+age+age^2
timesinceT+place+age+age^2
timesinceT+place
timesinceT+time+time^2
null

k
3
5
6
5
5
1

AICc
194.61
194.80
195.44
195.85
195.94
226.18

ΔAICc
0.00
0.19
0.83
1.24
1.33
31.57

0.17
0.16
0.11
0.09
0.07
0.00

All of the top models had some version of treatment effect (Table 14). AICc was unable
to distinguish between the top 5 models (Table 14), however as the addition of extra
parameters did not improve the AICc, the simplest model of since treatment (Figure 23) best
explained the data. The second order polynomial of nest age was in the top suite of models,
indicating that rock wren nests may be more susceptible to failure the older they get.
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Figure 23. Estimated % chance of a rock wren nest being preyed upon by a predator for the entire
nesting interval (± 95% confidence intervals) for the TimesinceT model which incorporates year of
treatment, year after treatment and non-treatment areas.
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Occupied territories
Shelter Rock Basin
The population of rock wren at Shelter Rock Basin (SRB) started off at a density higher than any
of my other study sites. As I had not visited SRB prior to the late season snowstorm in 2014
(Figure 14), I am unable to accurately quantify if the population at SRB suffered the same losses
as the Grange Ridge but given the observed abundance of birds it would appear unlikely. SRB
has the highest density of suitable rock wren habitat of all of my study sites and is naturally
sheltered. The increased predation pressure from mustelids (Chapter 2, Figure 8) following the
2014 beech mast and the absence of any predator control was catastrophic for rock wren at
SRB. The number of pairs declined rapidly each season until only two pairs remained in the core
area at the end of 2015, where there had been 13 pairs (Figure 24). SRB was abandoned as a
non-treatment site and included in the 2016 1080 treeline operation, as it would have been
inappropriate for a conservation organisation to monitor a population on an endangered
species to extirpation. In the presence of predator control the population of rock wren at SRB
rebounded from 2 to 12 pairs in the core survey area (Figure 24). This population increase is
higher than was possible solely from the breeding output of the two resident pairs and indicates
the immigration of dispersing juveniles from outside the study area.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 24. Occupied territories at Shelter Rock Basin (non-treatment site). The black polygon
represents the core area surveyed, the stars denote rock wren pairs. Sub plots are the survey
seasons: a) 2014/15, b) 2015/16, c) 2016/17, d) 2017/18. Red shading represents the extent of
the 1080 operation in 2016.
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Grange Ridge
The population of rock wren at the Grange Ridge suffered severe losses (60%) during the spring
of 2014 (Figure 25). I am unable to separate the effects of 1080 from the snowstorm. However,
there appears to be a strong effect of aspect in the survival of rock wren pairs. The pairs residing
on the eastern side of the range were apparently un-affected by the snowstorm or the 1080.
This contrasts with the pairs occupying the western and southern aspects which face the
prevailing storms (Figure 25). Despite the losses, the population has subsequently recovered to
80% of the original pair count and there has been a 100% increase in pairs from the low point
of the 2014/15 post-snowstorm and post-1080 survey (Figure 25).

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure 25. Occupied territories at the Grange Ridge (treated site). The black polygon represents
the core area surveyed, the stars denote rock wren pairs. Sub plots are the survey seasons: a)
2014 pre-snowstorm and 1080, b) 2014/15 post-snowstorm and 1080, c) 2015/16, d) 2016/17, e)
2017/18. Red shading represents the extent of each 1080 operation. The exclusions around lakes
are imposed by the Medical Officer of Health.
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Lake Aorere
The rock wren population at Lake Aorere did not suffer any losses resulting from the 2014 1080
tops operation or the snowstorm (Figure 26). This site faces north and is protected from the
prevailing storms. All of the six known territories were still occupied, despite having had 1080
applied over all or part of their home ranges (Figure 26b). This site considered by itself suggests
that 1080 has no negative effect on rock wren. The number of rock wren pairs at Lake Aorere
has increased by 70% since the 2014 1080 tops operation (Figure 26e).

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure 26. Occupied territories at the Lake Aorere (treated site). The black polygon represents the
core area surveyed, the stars denote rock wren pairs. Sub plots are the survey seasons: a) 2014
pre-snowstorm and 1080, b) 2014/15 post-snowstorm and 1080, c) 2015/16, d) 2016/17, e)
2017/18. Red shading represents the extent of each 1080 operation.
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Survivorship
I monitored the survivorship of 74 banded adult rock wren and 66 juvenile rock wren between
October 2014 and October 2017. Following the 2014 snowstorm, most mortality occurred
between monitoring years in the treatment and non-treatment areas, as well as during summer
nesting period in the non-treatment. The models I used to investigate the relationship between
survival, and a suite of likely variables supported the treatment regime and the interaction with
age class (adult, juvenile) as the most likely reason for the improved survivorship I observed in
my study sites (Table 15). The model of treatment, an interaction with age, and an additive
effect with sex was close to the top model, which indicates a potential difference in survival
rates between the sexes, but was more complex, had a worse AICc, and therefore not
supported.

Table 15. AICc, ΔAICc, AICcWt, and number of parameters (k) for the top five models, and the
null model examining the relationship between apparent rock wren survival and treatment (treat),
TimesinceT, treatment regime, year, studysite, sex and ageclass.

model
ageclass*regime
treat*ageclass+sex
regime*ageclass+studysite
year*age
regime*ageclass+sex+studysite
null

k
8
9
10
6
11
1

AICc
410.06
411.56
413.13
413.97
414.69
426.44

ΔAICc
0.00
1.50
3.07
3.91
4.63
16.37

AICcWt
0.40
0.19
0.15
0.09
0.06
0.00

The 2014 ‘1080 tops’ regime had a very poor adult survival rate of just 5.89% (1-18%
95%CI) (Figure 27) but I do not know whether this is a treatment effect (adults killed by 1080)
or a weather effect (adults killed by low temperatures), or a combination of the two (cold
temperatures might make rock wren more susceptible to poisoning). My 2014 survival estimate
was based on a high proportion of birds from the Grange Ridge and is therefore pessimistic,
because I know from territory mapping that survival was much higher at Lake Aorere (Figures
25 and 26). Juvenile survival rate of the ‘1080 tops’ regime was the best recorded during this
study at 29% (5-62% 95% CI) (Figure 27). This contrasts with the adults because the snowstorm
and 1080 operation occurred before juveniles were present. Lower apparent juvenile survival
might result from either a higher likelihood of mortality and/or a greater likelihood of juveniles
to disperse. The 2016 ‘1080 treeline’ regime had a high adult survival rate of 82% (45-95% 95%
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CI) while the juvenile survival rate for this period was 26% (4-55% 95% CI) (Figure 27). The “Year
after 1080” adult survival estimate was down to 50% (25-50% 95% CI) and, juvenile survival also
decreased to 14% (5-29% 95% CI) (Figure 27). The non-treatment had a low adult survival rate
of 30% (15-47% 95% CI) and, an even lower juvenile rate of just 7% (3-28% 95% CI) (Figure 27).

Figure 27. Estimated apparent annual survivorship of banded rock wren (± 95% confidence
intervals) with different treatment regimes. “adult” = Adult age class, “juv” = Juvenile age class,
“Non-treat” =Non-treatment regime, “1080 tops” = 1080 treatment regime sowing poison up to and
above the treeline in 2014, “1080 treeline” = 1080 treatment regime sowing poison up to treeline
and not beyond in 2016, “YA” = Year after 1080 treatment in 2015. The “1080 tops adult” estimate
is overly pessimistic due to a confounding weather event.
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Temperature data
The November mean maximum temperature for the Grange Ridge ranged from 11-15°C, with a
mean of 13.5°C (SD 1.72°C) for the 1972-2017 period (Figure 28). The mean maximum
temperature in November 2014 was 8.65°C and was significantly colder (p=0.00069) than other
Novembers in the 45-year dataset. The cold temperatures resulted from the cold south west
flow over the county that prevailed during this period. The 2015 and 2016 Novembers were also
colder than normal (Figure 28), and I observed nest abandonments (n=6, Table 12) and adult
mortality (1 pair) during snowstorms in 2016 and, importantly these rock wren were not
exposed to 1080. It appears rock wren struggle to nest when the mean maximum November
temperature falls below 10°C on the Grange Ridge. I cannot separate the effects of treatment
regime and temperature using my data as the two effects are confounded. Only once the “1080
tops” treatment regime is repeated will I be able to separate these confounded factors.

Figure 28. The mean maximum November temperature in degrees Celsius on the Grange Ridge
from 1972-2017
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Discussion
The main aim of this study was to quantify the costs and benefits to rock wren of landscape
scale predator control using aerial 1080. This study has demonstrated that introduced predators
and snowstorms during the nesting season result in significant adult mortality and nest failures.
There is a potential by-kill risk to rock wren resulting from 1080 pest control as mortality
occurred at the Grange Ridge when a 1080 operation, and a snowstorm occurred in quick
succession, confounding the effects of each factor. However, I believe this risk is low, as rock
wren have demonstrated no susceptibility to 1080 poisoning at Lake Aorere and have suffered
nest failures and mortality in snowstorms at both sites in years where no 1080 has been applied.
Furthermore, the cost to rock wren populations of no predator control is far greater than any
losses that could be attributed to 1080 poisoning in my study. Following aerially-applied 1080
operations rock wren nesting success and survival improved substantially and resulted in an
increase in occupied territories.

Costs to rock wren
Quantifying the costs of 1080 management on rock wren has been the most challenging part of
this study. There is good evidence to suggest that no by-kill of rock wren occurred following the
2014 1080 tops operation at Lake Aorere (Figure 26). There is also good evidence to suggest
that late season snowstorms in years without 1080 cause nest failures and mortality in rock
wren (Table 12). However, nest failures and significant mortality of rock wren was recorded
following the inseparable effects of a late season snowstorm following the 2014 1080 tops
operation at the Grange Ridge (Figures 25 & 28), but mortality appeared to be confined to rock
wren occupying habitat with southern and western aspects. The occurrence of nest
abandonment and adult mortality during late season snowstorms observed in this study is also
documented in similar studies on rock wren (Weston et al. 2018) and other alpine passerines
(Eckhardt 1977; Wingfield 1985; Hendricks & Norment 1992; Nilsson 1994; Bollmann & Reyer
2001). The mechanisms for mortality in late season snowstorms are well understood as birds in
alpine environments have their potential breeding period reduced due to the late onset of
warmer spring temperatures and the early onset of cold autumn temperatures. In the resulting
short summer season, birds commonly risk initiating breeding early to either allow time for a
second attempt if their first attempt fails or to produce two clutches (Nilsson 1994; Martin &
Wiebe 2004). If late snowfalls occur the additional stresses caused by lower body mass after
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laying (Wiebe & Martin 2000) and reduced prey availability (Bollmann et al. 1997) can lead to
increased stress levels (Wingfield 1985) and ultimately death. Low spring temperatures and the
associated snowstorms almost certainly caused rock wren nest failures in this study and alone
may explain the population decline and nest abandonments observed on the Grange Ridge in
2014.
Aerially-applied 1080 is known to cause mortality in other passerines (Veltman &
Westbrooke 2011). Modern baiting practises have reduced non-target mortality significantly
(Westbrooke & Powlesland 2005; Van Klink et al. 2013), but not eliminated it. The secondary
poisoning of birds via invertebrates is a real risk (Lloyd & McQueen 2000). Following the 2014
‘1080 tops’ operation the risk period for secondary poisoning would have been extended due
to the slowed breakdown of 1080 baits into non-toxic components from the cold temperatures
and lack of rainfall (Walker 1994; Ogilvie et al. 1996). It would be easy to speculate on a
mechanism for the mortality recorded in 2014 to be attributed to 1080 poisoning however, I
recommend that repeating a 1080 operation above the treeline and monitoring rock wren
through the risk period would be the best way to resolve the uncertainty.
This study highlights that there is a significant cost to rock wren of failing to provide
predator control. In the 2-year period following the 2014 beech mast, rock wren at SRB suffered
predation from introduced mammals at an unsustainable rate (Figure 23). In the non-treatment
years of SRB, the number of rock wren pairs occupying territories declined by 85% before
intervention. This decline was reinforced by the low survival estimates of banded birds (Figures
24 & 27). However, if rock wren survival without predator control was always as poor as I
recorded in this study, they should be extinct in Kahurangi. The initial rock wren population at
SRB contained a high density of occupied territories when compared with my other study sites.
The last masting event at SRB was probably five years previously according to the mast
predicting model presented in Elliott and Kemp (2016). This indicates that rock wren must be
significantly more productive in inter-mast years than the post-mast years of this study. The
observed declines clearly show the mechanism for local extinctions and the resulting range
contractions highlighted by Michelsen-Heath and Gaze (2007) and would be most likely to occur
when beech masts occur in quick succession, as recorded in mōhua (Gaze 2003). The abrupt
change in population trend at SRB following the 2016 1080 treeline operation indicate there is
merit in conservation managers acting quickly, sometimes without all the facts, to avoid the all
too common practise of monitoring to extinction (Gaze 2003; Lunney et al. 2011; Bell et al.
2016).
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Benefits to rock wren
In New Zealand, reproductive success of native species has become a standard way to gauge
the efficacy of predator control regimes (James & Clout 1996; O'Donnell et al. 1996a;
Moorhouse et al. 2003). The outcomes of my nest survival models support a significantly higher
nest survival rate for areas that receive aerially-applied 1080, regardless of whether 1080 is
sown above the tree line or not. These findings are consistent with a suite of nesting success
studies on native birds (Elliott 1996; Powlesland et al. 1999; Greene et al. 2013; Elliott & Kemp
2016).
However, the significant effects of stochastic weather events on rock wren nesting
success demonstrate that using nesting success as a sole measure of the efficacy of the predator
control is not appropriate for rock wren, or any bird subject to weather related nest
abandonment. Installation of fixed trail cameras on nests, coupled with traditional methods of
identifying nest predators (Moors 1983; Brown et al. 1998b; Little et al. 2017) has allowed an
accurate understanding of nest failures. I can now investigate the effects of only predators on
nests and better assess the efficacy of pest control operations by removing one important
source of variation. My estimates of predation rate of rock wren nests suggest that aeriallyapplied 1080, whether applied on the tops, or only to treeline effectively reduce mustelid
abundance and allows rock wren and other mustelid sensitive species to thrive in Kahurangi.
The effect of predator suppression resulting from 1080 operations continues into the following
breeding season. In my study there were no intervals greater than one year after a 1080
operation, therefore, monitoring rock wren for two or more years after a 1080 operation is
essential to quantify how long effective mustelid control can persist.
Treatment above the treeline appeared to reduce adult survival, while treatment below
the treeline increased it. The coincidence of my above treeline treatment and a snowstorm
confounds interpretation of these results. If rock wren were really killed by 1080 poisoning and
their deaths had nothing to do with the snowstorm, then clearly 1080 below the treeline is the
best regime for rock wren. If the rock wren deaths were caused by the snowstorm, then 1080
above the treeline is equally as effective as 1080 below the treeline in controlling mustelids, but
not as effective as controlling rats. Resolving the by-kill risk to rock wren from 1080 above
treeline, and the meso predator release of rats from 1080 to treeline operations are clear
priorities for future research.
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Age class (adult and juvenile) was also an important variable for explaining survival. Despite
significant banding effort, the re-sight rate of banded juveniles was low (<40%). This could
indicate low survivorship and ineffective predator control, but each year the density of birds in
my study area increased, indicating a growing population. This apparently low juvenile survival
probably reflects a high dispersal ability rather than a high mortality rate. The un-banded birds
dispersing into the core study areas are unlikely to be adults, as banded rock wren in this study
were territorial and sedentary. If a significant number of juveniles disperse into the study area,
then it is likely that juveniles produced within the core study area disperse out of it. In the
treatment sites, I measured dispersal distance between 56-2300m, which indicates some
juveniles likely to disperse beyond the area I routinely visited. Weston et al. (2016) investigated
the dispersal of rock wren from a different angle using a genetic autocorrelation technique,
which indicated rock wren were interrelated over a 70km genetic patch. This suggests rock wren
have to be able to disperse over a much larger distances than previously thought given they are
exchanging genes on this scale.
Occupied territory (territory mapping) surveys have provided an exceptionally useful
additional dataset in this study. They show that, despite the low spring 2014 adult survival at
the Grange Ridge the population subsequently made a substantial recovery. Similarly, at Lake
Aorere the population increased by 70% since the study began. The use of occupied territories
as a measure of population “health” has helped answer some of the questions raised around
the apparently low juvenile survival rates. Dispersing juveniles from outside of the study area
could be identified amongst the banded resident adults and banded juveniles from within the
core area. Territory mapping as a method of population monitoring, effectively integrates all
the important productivity and survival parameters, and is a cost-effective method of
monitoring rock wren.

Rock wren observations
Our study recorded two behavioural traits that contribute to rock wren productivity. In support
of Weston et al. (2018), I have also observed rock wren produce second clutches after the
successful fledging of the first. Three pairs produced five second clutches in 3 seasons. Three
second clutches were successful, one was abandoned at the egg stage and one attempt could
not be monitored. In all attempts, first clutches were successfully fledged between the 14th and
25th December. Nest building is undertaken by the male and occurs during the chick feeding
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stage of the first clutch. The male continues to attend to the fledglings and the female becomes
very cryptic during laying and early incubation. Both male and female then share incubation
duties and attend to the fledglings when not incubating. Once the second clutch has hatched
the parents no longer attend to the first clutch fledglings and devote their time to feeding the
new chicks. They do not seem to drive off the fledglings rather they disperse of their own accord
once they stop being fed.
I observed one previously unrecorded breeding behaviour was the presence of a helper
bird at a nest. This bird was recorded on a trail camera helping at one nest by regularly feeding
nestlings. The bird was an unpaired female offspring from the previous season. This female did
not appear to assist with the incubation. One of the possible reasons this behaviour not being
observed previously, or more frequently by us, is that single birds were rare during my study.
As well as new breeding behaviours, I also recorded new predators of rock wren.
Weasels (M. nivalis), Ship rats (R. rattus), Falcon (Falco novaeseelandiae), Weka (Gallirallus
australis australis) and Long tailed cuckoo (Eudynamys taitensis) were not previously known to
prey upon rock wren nests but were recorded on fixed trail cameras during this study preying
upon eggs and nestlings.

Rock wren as an indicator of effective alpine pest control
The Acanthisittidae wrens have proven to be exceptionally sensitive to introduced predators
(Worthy 1999). Rock wren are no exception to this, and this study contributes to a growing body
of evidence that shows that without effective control of introduced predators in alpine areas
rock wren populations will continue to decline (Stocker et al. 2006; Willans 2006; MichelsenHeath & Gaze 2007; Little et al. 2017; O’Donnell et al. 2017; Weston et al. 2018). The nest
predation rates I recorded clearly demonstrate that mustelids and rats pose a significant risk to
rock wren. The tracking rates obtained concurrently and presented in Chapter 2 (Figures 8 &
11), indicate that these predators are negatively affecting rock wren even at very low tracking
rates (<5% on 21-night surveys). Rock wren appear to have the ability to disperse over large
distances, indicating that they should be able to quickly re-colonise much of their former range
if landscape scale predator control continues. This also means that small predator control
regimes may prove ineffective at a population level if all the chicks disperse outside the
protected area. Rock wren are susceptible to predation at all life stages, which makes them
vulnerable to rapid changes in total population size when the abundance of predators increases,
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which was clearly demonstrated by the decline in overall population at SRB. This combination
of factors results in rock wren requiring a high level of predator control on a landscape scale,
which if delivered should benefit a range of alpine rat and mustelid-sensitive species, such as
Great spotted kiwi, takahē, pipit, kea, weka and New Zealand falcon. However, no indicator
species is perfect, rock wren have not proven to be particularly sensitive to changes in the
abundance of mice (Figure 12). Mice are thought to be significant predators of alpine
invertebrates and lizards (O’Donnell et al. 2017) and for these species a different indicator will
need to be identified.

Summary
Management with aerially-applied 1080 is an effective landscape scale tool for alpine
pest control, especially if it averts a stoat plague bought on by a beech mast. Furthermore, the
effect of treatment lasts for at least 2 years. It is a high priority to repeat the application of 1080
above the treeline in order to clarify some of the questions around the risks of 1080 to rock
wren, as is investigating the meso predator release of rats following a 1080 to treeline
operations. These two pest control regimes need further monitoring and should be used with
caution until these effects can be quantified.
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Chapter 4: General Discussion
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In this thesis I have presented effective predator monitoring and predator control techniques
which result in increased reproductive success for rock wren. This is the first study to provide
complementary landscape scale predator monitoring and predator control tools for alpine
habitat. This chapter summarises the main findings of this thesis before discussing the
implications of these findings for rock wren and New Zealand alpine ecosystems. Finally, I
summarise key areas for future research and management recommendations.

Summary of findings.
In order to be able to demonstrate if predator control with aerially-applied 1080 is effective at
controlling alpine predators, I had to first increase sensitivity of footprint-tracking tunnel (FTT)
surveys. The survey interval was increased to 21-nights and proved to be more sensitive at
detecting rats, mice and mustelids at a range of densities. I then demonstrated that the 21-night
FTT technique is sampling at a meaningful resolution. This was achieved by concurrently
monitoring rock wren and alpine predators to identify if FTT surveys captured a spectrum of
relative predator abundance, ranging from when they are preying heavily upon rock wren to
when rock wren are unaffected by predators.
I have clearly demonstrated that aerially-applied 1080 is effective at controlling
mustelids in alpine and forest habitats. Furthermore, aerially-applied 1080 is also effective at
controlling mustelids above the tree line when only sown to treeline. This suggests that either
alpine mustelids are not purely alpine as previously suggested (Jamieson 2005; Smith et al.
2007), or the scale of the alpine areas in this study were not large enough to have exclusively
alpine mustelids.
Rock wren recorded substantial increases in nesting success, survival and territory
occupation estimates which is indicative of the effective reduction of alpine predator
abundance following aerially-applied 1080 operations. These positive effects lasted for at least
2 years. However, there is a potential by-kill risk to rock wren resulting from 1080 sown in alpine
areas, because mortality occurred irregularly at the one site when a 1080 operation, and a
snowstorm occurred in succession, confounding the effects of each factor. This risk is low, as
rock wren have demonstrated no susceptibility to 1080 poisoning at another site and have
suffered nest failures and mortality in snowstorms at both sites, in years where 1080 was not
applied.
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Alpine predators and rock wren were also monitored at sites without 1080
management. These sites indicated a higher relative abundance of mustelids and poor
reproductive success in rock wren. What was especially concerning is the 86% total population
decline of rock wren at the non-treatment site in the two years following the 2014 beech mast.
Management with aerially-applied 1080 to only the treeline presents no by-kill risk to
rock wren and is still an effective landscape scale tool for alpine pest control in alpine areas of
the same scale as Kahurangi National Park, however rats appear to benefit when alpine areas
are excluded from 1080 operations, which needs further investigation. Any potential risks from
either sowing strategy of 1080 operation tested in this thesis are vastly outweighed by the
benefits in mast years.
Rock wren have demonstrated that, given relief from predators their populations are
capable of rebounding relatively quickly and that they have a dispersal ability that exceeds
expectation given their poor flight ability. Populations of rock wren and other alpine species
sensitive to the same predators should benefit greatly from an increased use of aerially- applied
1080.

Findings that contribute to the management of rock wren
Rock wren have been identified as falling into two distinct clades of the northern and southern
populations either side of Mt Cook, with a further shallower split in the southern clade between
the ‘deep Fiordland’ birds and the rest of the birds south of Mt Cook (Weston & Robertson
2015). These findings are consistent with the hypothesis of glacial refugia, by which northern
and southern rock wren populations were separated by the extensive glaciation of the central
South Island during the Pleistocene era. Behavioural and morphometric differences in the ‘deep
Fiordland’ birds were originally identified by (Riney 1953) before being formally described by
(Falla 1953) as a separate subspecies Xenicus gilviventris rineyi, although this sub-species was
never accepted.
This study has identified some differences in the breeding behaviour between the
northern and southern clades as well as a greater insight into dispersal ability of rock wren.
Heath (1989) undertook an intensive and detailed breeding behaviour study of rock wren in the
Murchison mountains of Fiordland; these birds fall within southern clade, but not the ‘deep
Fiordland’ clade. One of the main aims of Heath’s thesis was to identify if rock wren were
capable of double clutching and co-operative breeding, like their co-familial the rifleman. Heath
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concluded that neither of these traits was shared by rock wren, yet I observed both behaviours
in the northern clade of rock wren in my study, and Weston et al. (2018) recently observed
double clutching in the 2017/18 breeding season in birds from the southern clade. Double
clutching appears to require a season with warmer temperatures, which occur less frequently
as latitude increases. However, neither Heath (1989) or Weston et al. (2018) observed
cooperative breeding, which has still only been observed in the northern clade, despite
intensive behavioural studies on the southern clade, which points to a potential behavioural
difference between the two lineages.
The dispersal ability of rock wren in this study is surprising given rock wren have limited
flight ability. The low re-sight rate of banded juveniles coupled with the high proportion of new
un-banded pairs in the core study area has led me to the conclusion that juvenile rock wren are
dispersing beyond the confines of the core study area, and being supplemented by dispersing
juveniles from produced outside of the core study area. The productivity of rock wren outside
of the core study area should have increased on a landscape scale with the landscape
management of predators using aerially-applied 1080. I observed banded juveniles dispersing
over 2km before pairing up and establishing a territory, I also observed a banded juvenile
traveling 4km over the course of 2 days. Recent genetic analysis of the fine-scale population
structure of rock wren has identified gene flow is occurring out to 70km, presumably in a
‘stepping-stone’ strategy, over the course of many generations (Weston et al. 2016). While it
may be convenient to view alpine rock wren populations as naturally fragmented due to the
isolated nature of alpine ecosystems (Watson 2002), in keeping with the concept of “sky
islands” (Heald 1951; McCormack et al. 2009), it appears unlikely to be true. The 70km ‘genetic
patch size’ (Weston et al. 2016), and the dispersal capabilities recorded in this study add weight
to the concept of geographically isolated populations not being genetically isolated. It seems
that the science community have been focused on our perceptions that rock wren cannot fly
very well, but flight ability does not seem to be a barrier to long range dispersal when alpine
areas are contiguous or are surrounded by contiguous forest. Translocated rock wren on Anchor
Island, and Secretary Island have already been recorded dispersing through forested areas enroute to new alpine areas, albeit on a small scale (Willans & Weston, 2005; J Monks pers com.).
Therefore, the limiting factor for dispersal then becomes a question of stamina, which has not
been assessed for this species.
Weston and Robertson (2015) also discovered a lower level of genetic diversity in the
northern clade of rock wren indicative of a genetic bottleneck (Nei et al. 1975; Reed &
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Frankham 2003) since the arrival of humans to New Zealand. A significant proportion of the
alpine habitat that the northern clade of rock wren occupy, is geographically fragmented
(Robertson et al. 2007). For the northern most populations in this clade, the connective
dispersal pathways are in the forest at a lower altitude. In some instances these pathways are
absent as a result of anthropogenic deforestation (Ewers et al. 2006) and where they do remain,
due to the warmer latitudes that they inhabitant, support introduced predators in greater
abundance (Elliott et al. 2010). Deforestation of native forest has largely ceased in New Zealand
(Ewers et al. 2006), which removes one barrier to gene flow between some populations.
However, without predator control in these remaining connective lowland forests, rock wren
will be unlikely to survive dispersal, and will ultimately all be living in anthropogenically
fragmented populations. Many avian species that disperse through lowland forest worldwide
are facing a similar plight to rock wren (Segelbacher & Storch 2002; Segelbacher et al. 2003;
Fedy et al. 2008; Tracy & Jamieson 2011), yet ensuring dispersal pathways for rock wren living
in remote areas of New Zealand is possible, which cannot be said for many species worldwide.
The findings of this study present a proven management tool that provides a means to
preserve rock wren populations across their range, in situ.

This is a forward leap for

conservation of rock wren as it moves what is achievable away from small trapped areas and a
risky safeguard population on a single offshore island (Stocker et al. 2006; Willans 2006; Miskelly
& Powlesland 2013; Weston et al. 2018). However, this study, and that of Weston et al. (2018)
highlight a very bleak outcome for unmanaged rock wren populations. The reduction in overall
population size observed in this study at an unmanaged site suggests that local extinctions of
some populations will depend entirely on the interval between masting events.
Prioritisation needs to be given to protecting rock wren populations from the northern
and southern clades on a landscape scale with special attention to the dispersal pathways for
the northern clades, and southern clades, where high altitude refugia are absent. This study has
identified a management tool that can begin to deliver these outcomes but thought needs to
be given on how best to manage the remaining rock wren populations in the South Island.

Management options for rock wren
The scale of the alpine areas in Kahurangi National Park are quite small at 1-2km between
treelines and elevations rarely exceeding 1800m above sea level. These alpine areas are
surrounded by indigenous forests which can be treated to act as a buffer for reinvasion. Alpine
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areas in the central Southern Alps of the South Island can exceed 8km between treelines and
elevations can exceed 3000m. Furthermore, here the treeline is absent from a significant
portion of the eastern side of the alps due to deforestation and the forest on a large portion of
the western side is an entirely different eco-system known as the beech-gap, which is absent of
beech forest, and instead dominated by masting Podocarpaceae tree species. The findings of
this study may not be relevant in these habitats. Research focused on understanding the habitat
usage of mustelids, the efficacy of 1080 operations, and the plight of rock wren in these alpine
areas needs to be a research priority.
Based on the scale of the alpine areas above the treeline and the vegetation below the
treeline, I have divided the South Island into three categories representing the likelihood of the
1080 to treeline method working effectively for mustelid control (Figure 29). The selection
criteria for each category were: 1) Yes, this predator control regime will work. The areas
encompassed in this layer are with surrounding beech forest and alpine areas that rarely exceed
1.5km in breadth; 2) Possibly monitor, areas above the treeline that exceed 1.5km but are still
surrounded by beech forest or areas above the treeline that do not exceed 1.5km in breadth,
and are surrounded by Podocarpaceae dominated forest or a combination of the two. In this
eco-system there is potential for mustelid control resulting from 1080 to treeline, but the
method requires research to test the efficacy; 3) No, heavily deforested, very small areas of
forest remaining with expansive alpine areas, alpine grasslands extend far below the historical
treeline.
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Figure 29. South Island New Zealand showing where aerially-applied 1080 to treeline will work,
where it has not been proven to work but should, and where the author does not believe it will
work.

As we can see from Figure 29, effective mustelid control is possible for both clades of
rock wren. Weston (2014) has identified a genetic approach to rock wren conservation by
suggesting management of ‘several’ populations within each clade separated by no more than
70km to allow for gene flow between managed populations, which seems sensible. However,
unless predator control is occurring between the managed populations gene flow would be
unlikely due to predation pressure in mast years. Maintaining genetic flow in the geographically
fragmented northern clade needs to be prioritised, as populations of rock wren inhabiting
mountains north of Arthurs Pass lack high altitude refugia and contiguous ridgeline habitat,
which is available to the rock wren of the Southern Alps. Like Weston (2014), I have observed
that the population of rock wren in the mountains between the predator managed Kahurangi
population and the contiguous populations of the Southern Alps as perilously low. I believe that
without predator management in the near future these populations will become extinct thereby
isolating the Kahurangi population of rock wren.
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The main limitation of providing this predator control is no longer a lack of tools to do
the job, it is a lack of funding and capacity to provide 1080 operations. Public conservation land
(PCL) in New Zealand equates to 8.6 million hectares or over 30% of the total national landmass,
in 2016 between DoC and TB free NZ just over 1.1 million hectares, or 12% of PCL received
landscape scale predator control (EPA 2017). While this figure is a substantial increase over the
previous decade (EPA 2017), it is still a paltry amount considering there is no predator control
in nearly 88% of the land set aside for conservation purposes. This means sites requiring
predator control with 1080 need to be prioritised each year.
However, I feel it is counter intuitive to be suggesting landscape scale predator control
regimes targeted solely at rock wren conservation, when the benefit of landscape scale
management is multi-species conservation outcomes. Pest control operations with 1080 are
already occurring at multiple sites within each rock wren clade, which this study has
demonstrated will result in significant gains for rock wren on a national scale. However, careful
consideration and care needs to be given to what species will not benefit from 1080 to treeline
as there is evidence of an increase in the relative abundance of rats. 1080 applied above treeline
did not appear to suffer the same increase in relative abundance, but there were few rats before
that operation, therefore, control was not demonstrated. This study had demonstrated that
rats are usually uncommon in alpine areas, and knowingly increasing their abundance has the
potential to put other rat sensitive species, including rock wren at greater risk. I do think it
would be prudent to form an alpine technical advisory group to consider the costs and benefits
of 1080 operations, their sowing strategies, locations, and prioritisation to ensure conservation
needs are being met. Furthermore, monitoring of rock wren populations from each clade in
areas receiving management with aerially-applied 1080 should be commenced to assess if the
outcomes I have observed in this study occur elsewhere.

Implications for alpine ecosystems in New Zealand
Alpine conservation is a relatively new field for conservation efforts in New Zealand. The
adoption of the FTT methods presented in this study will allow researchers to build a detailed
picture of predator dynamics in alpine areas or any site where the probability of detection of
pest species is low. In time we will be able to establish if the relative abundance of these
predators is influenced by the forest populations or if they are entirely independent. Mustelid
monitoring needs to be undertaken concurrently with rodent monitoring given the possibility
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that mustelids could be absent from alpine areas when no rodents are present as demonstrated
in other countries (Debrot & Mermod 1983). My initial tracking results suggest that the period
of high alpine mustelid abundance coincided with high abundance of forest mustelids and
alpine mice.
Mice were the most common predator above the treeline in this study. The 21-night
FTT method was effective at indexing mice, but that was the only success for mice I observed.
Aerially-applied 1080 to alpine areas in the 2014 1080 tops operation had no negative effect on
populations of mice above the treeline. Rock wren were also a poor indicator species for the
effects of mice on native species as I only recorded one mouse predation despite high tracking
rates. The effects of mice on native species in alpine areas are poorly understood and can only
be inferred from studies at lower altitudes or dietary studies of mice at altitude (Wilson & Lee
2010; O’Donnell et al. 2017). There are many endemic alpine invertebrates and lizards which
will be negatively affected by increases in the relative abundance of mice (Bell et al. 2008;
O’Donnell et al. 2017). Identifying an effective mouse sensitive indicator species and an
effective mouse control tool for alpine areas is clearly a key area for future alpine research.
Rats were the most uncommon mammal recorded during this study. However, I did
detect a higher abundance of rats following the 1080 to treeline operation when compared with
the non-treatment. Further investigation is required to determine if this is common following
1080 operations. If it is common, it points to a meso-predator release of rats following the
removal of mustelids, which has been documented previously (Rayner et al. 2007). If this were
to be the case, it would suggest that as the density of rats decreases with altitude, stoat
predation keeps rats below a detectable level rather than rats reaching a thermal limit at
altitude (Christie et al. 2017).
Effective mustelid control is now possible across a large proportion of New Zealand’s
conservation estate, which could benefit other mustelid sensitive alpine species (O’Donnell et
al. 2017), as well as mustelid sensitive forest species (Robertson et al. 2016), which is a
significant advancement for alpine conservation. However, caution is needed, for some species
an increase in rat abundance, and the continued inability to control mice could be detrimental.
If future monitoring demonstrates rock wren are not susceptible to poisoning from 1080 applied
above treeline, then it is likely effective rat control is achievable with 1080. Mice therefore
remain the biggest problem in alpine conservation, for which there is currently no control tool.
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Summary of future research
Research in a developing field typically poses more questions than are solved. During the course
of this research I identified the following research priorities. These priorities are presented in
no particular order.
•

Investigating the relationship between the habitat that a footprint-tracking tunnel is
placed in, and tracking rates of each alpine pest species, could identify key habitats that
predators prefer on a temporal scale. Targeted pest control in habitats that provide
refugia for pest species could result in further conservation gains.

•

If the environmental drivers (e.g. masting of forest and alpine species) of alpine
predator abundance can be identified, pest control operations can be timed to prevent
predators negatively impacting upon native species. Particular attention needs to be
made to the relative abundance of other pest species, such as mice and rats, as
increases in these pest species can result in increases in mustelid abundance.

•

Resolving the uncertainty of 1080 by-kill for rock wren is an important step for the
future direction of alpine conservation. There is a reasonable chance that aeriallyapplied 1080 to treeline will be ineffective in the more expansive alpine regions of the
Southern Alps, and this method appears to result in an increase in the relative
abundance of rats. Therefore, if 1080 were to present a minimal risk to rock wren, 1080
application above the treeline could be used, and rat control would likely be achieved.

•

Rock wren residing above the podocarp dominated forest in the central Southern Alps
are potentially subjected to an entirely different predator pressure to what I have
observed in this study. It is unknown if the forests in the beech gap can support similar
rodent densities to beech forest, or the resulting mustelid densities. Therefore,
understanding the predator dynamic of this system, the population trends of rock
wren, and if aerially applied 1080 is effective at controlling alpine predators in the
beech gap, are clear research priorities.
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•

The spatial distribution of stoats in extensive alpine ecosystems in all seasons is
currently unknown. Understanding if stoats are present in the alpine habitat of New
Zealand at a range of rodent abundances will enable development of more refined
predator management options. Additionally, determining if altitude and/or
topography are barriers to alpine stoat dispersal, could enable strategic pest control
opportunities.

•

The main limitation of this study is that the current aerially-applied 1080 methodology
is ineffective at controlling alpine mice. Developing a pest control tool for alpine mouse
control, therefore remains a priority. In order to gauge the efficacy of a future mouse
control tool, an easily monitorable indicator species sensitive to alpine mice needs to
be identified.
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Summary of rock wren management recommendations
•

Create an alpine technical advisory group to represent the interests of alpine taxa when
prioritising landscape scale predator control operations. The group would be able to
ensure landscape scale predators control operations occur at two or more sites within
each clade of rock wren. Furthermore, when adding future landscape scale predator
control operations in the Southern Alps advice could be provided to place operations
less than 70km from other landscape scale predator control operations to maintain a
“stepping stone” network for gene flow. Using this method, the whole range (c.750km)
of rock wren could be preserved with <10 managed areas.

•

Landscape scale predator management using aerially-applied 1080 in the Victoria range
between Kahurangi and the Southern Alps is urgent and essential to maintain gene flow
and preserve the range of rock wren.

•

Implementation of a low intensity monitoring programme (territory mapping of banded
birds) at sites already receiving landscape scale predator control is required, to assess
if management is effective at all sites and what the long-term trends of management
with aerially-applied 1080 are.

•

This study has presented a management strategy which works well in the alpine habitat
of Kahurangi. Therefore, continuing to manage the Kahurangi rock wren population
with the methods described in this thesis should remain a priority.
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Appendix 1
Setting details of the 21-night footprint tracking tunnel survey used in this study to monitor rats,
mice and mustelids. Photos display a cut away tunnel.
A

B

A) Salted rabbit bait in enclosed stainless steel “tea diffuser”. B) Location of bait above ink pad
of tracking card.
C

D

C) End baiting on both ends with peanut butter. D) Salted rabbit attachment.

E

E) Detail of salted rabbit attachment to tunnel.
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Appendix 2
Survey effort for each measure of relative mustelid abundance in Figure 8. The alpine rows also
indicate the survey effort of the rat and mouse indices of relative abundance in Figures 11 & 12.
Date
Feb-15
Feb-15
Feb-15
Feb-15
Nov-15
Nov-15
Nov-15
Nov-15
Feb-16
Feb-16
Feb-16
Feb-16
Nov-16
Nov-16
Nov-16
Nov-16
Feb-17
Feb-17
Feb-17
Feb-17
Nov-17
Nov-17
Nov-17
Nov-17
Feb-18
Feb-18
Feb-18
Feb-18

Treated
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes

No. Lines or
Groups
23
8
23
84
23
9
24
100
24
3
26
92
4
22
24
89
3
23
26
112
12
12
15
25
12
14
18
50

No. cards
retrieved
222
78
224
834
217
88
232
993
239
30
258
915
48
217
239
878
29
227
259
1109
160
115
172
250
152
130
220
480

Habitat
Alpine
Forest
Alpine
Forest
Alpine
Forest
Alpine
Forest
Alpine
Forest
Alpine
Forest
Alpine
Forest
Alpine
Forest
Alpine
Forest
Alpine
Forest
Alpine
Forest
Alpine
Forest
Alpine
Forest
Alpine
Forest
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Appendix 3
Nest predation photos of predators identified in this study and the sign left behind.

Weasel preying upon nest. Identified by the absence of a black tip on the tail protruding from
the nest. Stoats have a black tip on their tails (King 2005). The weasel predation occurred on
nestlings and resulted in a clean and empty nest with an enlarged entrance hole. I did not
observe adult rock wren being killed by weasels.

New Zealand Falcon preying upon nest. Falcon predations occurred on nestlings. The entrance
to the nest was destroyed and the nestlings were either entirely or partially removed. I did not
observe adult rock being killed by falcons at nests, but rock wren do exhibit anti predator
behaviour when falcons fly overhead, by seeking shelter and alarm calling.
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Stoat preying upon nest. Black tail tip identified in other photos not presented in this series.
Stoat predations only occurred on nestlings and resulted in a clean and empty nest with an
enlarged entrance hole. Adults rock wren attending nests were killed by stoats during this study.

Rat preying upon nest. Identification confirmed as its size and the diameter of its tail is too big
to be a mouse when compared with the rock wren. Rats were recorded preying upon eggs and
nestlings. Rats disturbed the nest entrance more than mustelids and in most instances there
was nest lining material spread outside the nest. Eggs were chewed and smashed in the nest,
nestlings were often decapitated, and their remains were chewed in or adjacent to the nest.
Adult rock wren attending nests were killed by rats during this study.
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Mouse preying upon nest. Confirmed by size when compared to rock wren. The only mouse
predation I observed was on eggs. The tops of the eggs had small holes delicately chewed in the
top of them, but the contents not entirely consumed. No adult rock wren were killed by mice
during this study.
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Long-tailed cuckoo preying upon nest. Only one long-tailed cuckoo predation was observed
during this study preying upon nestlings. The nest entrance was slightly enlarged, and the
nestlings were removed which resulted in a clean nest. The sign left by long-tailed cuckoo was
identical to that of a mustelid.
One nest in this study was attributed to predation by a Weka. Rock wren exhibit an antipredator response towards weka by, ceasing all visits to nests when weka are nearby and
alarming continuously until the weka has left the vicinity. One nest on an accessible ledge was
completely removed and broken up before being extensively “grubbed” into the ground. I have
recorded this sign at kiwi nests that have being preyed upon by weka.
It is important to note that fledged nests do not have enlarged entrances, are usually empty,
although they may contain infertile eggs or nestling which have died naturally. They always have
faecal matter at the nest entrance, as the parents cease cleaning the nest immediately prior to
fledging.
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